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ABSTRACT
“FRANCE DESERVES TO BE FREE”: CONSTITUTING FRENCHNESS IN MARINE LE
PEN’S NATIONAL FRONT/NATIONAL RALLY

This thesis employs constitutive rhetoric to analyze French far-right politician Marine Le Pen’s
discourse. Focusing on ten of Le Pen’s speeches given between 2015 and 2019, I argue that Le
Pen made use of Kenneth Burke’s steps of scapegoating and purification as a way to rewrite
French national identity and constitute herself as a revolutionary political leader. Le Pen first
identified with the subjects and system that she scapegoats. Next, she cast out elites, globalists,
and immigrants, identifying them as scapegoats of France’s contemporary identity split. Finally,
by disidentifying with the scapegoats, Le Pen constituted her followers as always already French
patriots and herself as her leader. This allowed her to propose a new form of French national
identity that was undergirded by far-right ideals and discourse of revolution. This thesis presents
several implications for understanding contemporary French national identity, the far right, and
women politicians. It also contributes to the project of internationalizing public address research
in Communication Studies.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

In May 2017, the world held its breath as the results of the French presidential election
were announced. The two candidates could not be more different: Emmanuel Macron, a young
centrist and former banker representing the new En Marche! (On the Move!) party versus Marine
Le Pen, a far-right populist representing the Front National (National Front) party. At 8pm news
sources announced an overwhelming victory for Macron, who won 66.1% of the vote compared
to Le Pen’s 33.9%.1 Although this was Le Pen’s second failed bid for president, the party did not
lose momentum. Two years later, in May 2019, Le Pen’s party, the newly-renamed
Rassemblement National (National Rally) won more seats in the European Parliamentary
election than any other French party, including that of President Macron, with 5.2 million votes.
This massive electoral difference in only two years is the result of a split in France, “between
Mr. Macron’s France ‘and peripheral France, which considers itself a victim of globalization,’”
according to political historian Jean Garrigues.2
The latter view is that of the National Rally. A far-right party that was first founded in
1972 by Marine Le Pen’s father, Jean-Marie Le Pen, the group has been known for its extreme
anti-Semitic, Islamophobic, anti-European, and populist views. After Jean-Marie stepped down
from party leadership in 2011, Marine Le Pen took over, winning a large percentage of the vote
for party president. Although Marine’s goal was to “de-demonize” the National Front, “the party
remains faithful to the values of the National Front of Jean-Marie Le Pen.”3 As the rift within
France continues to grow, the National Rally seems poised to take over political leadership and
Marine Le Pen has the potential to take on another presidential run in 2022.
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As the National Rally gains more power in France and abroad, it is becoming imperative
to study the rhetoric of this group and, more specifically, of its leader. Marine Le Pen remains an
understudied politician in the field of communication, and her ability to lead a growing political
party warrants further scrutiny. Her ascent to power and the rhetoric she used to get there mirrors
that of many other far-right movements around the world, as she appeals to rural voters who see
themselves of victims of globalization.4 She has also routinely called for a U.K.-style “Frexit”
from the European Union and fights against the so-called “Islamisation [Islamitization] of
France.”5 This reliance on fear-mongering and xenophobia has led to electoral success,
especially as President Macron’s approval levels dips at 32%.6 By positioning herself as the
opposition to the elite and current governmental policies, Le Pen has been able to place herself at
the center of the crusade against Macron and acts as the savior of the everyday French person
and traditional French identity that is being destroyed at the hands of liberal economic and
cultural policies.
Given the power that Le Pen wields in the growing struggle for state control and voter
support, along with the potential consequences of xenophobia and violence at her behest, she and
her movement warrant more scholarly attention. Thus, for this thesis, I conducted a rhetorical
analysis of ten speeches delivered by Marine Le Pen from 2015 to 2019. My guiding research
questions were twofold: 1) In an era of competing discourse about nationalism and globalization,
how does the French far-right conceptualize what it means to “be French”? and 2) How does
Marine Le Pen constitute French identity through her discourse? Through my analysis, I argue
that that Le Pen uses tactics of victimage and scapegoating to reconceptualize what it means to
be French and constitute her followers as always already French patriots and herself as their
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leader. As Le Pen scapegoats internal and external threats to the nation, she also engages in a
revolutionary rhetoric that legitimizes and normalizes a far-right version of Frenchness.
Through my analysis, I found that Le Pen targeted three concrete enemies—elites,
globalists, and immigrants—as scapegoats for France’s identity problems. Relying on Kenneth
Burke’s tactics of scapegoating and victimage, Le Pen’s discourse scapegoated these groups and
portrayed the French people as victims. By demonizing these groups as national threats, Le Pen
separated herself from these groups and instead aligned herself with the interests of the people,
who she constituted as always already French patriots. This reconstitution of the people also
allowed for a reconstitution of French national identity as undergirded by far-right beliefs and as
contingent upon electing Le Pen and her followers to political leadership in an act of revolution.
This study not only increases scholarly understanding of the discourse of contemporary
reactionary nationalism, but it also greatly contributes to current gaps in communication
literature. This project helps to internationalize public address, as the majority of public address
studies concentrate on English-speaking cultural contexts.7 Moreover, this research contributes to
the small body of literature about Marine Le Pen, the National Front/National Rally, and the
French far right. In this introductory chapter, I present a literature review of relevant research on
globalization, nationalism, national identity, and women’s political leadership. Next, I detail my
texts and the critical methodology that I utilized to analyze these texts. Finally, I present an
outline of my thesis chapters.

Literature Review
Globalization
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Since the 1970s, the term globalization has been used by academics and in popular press
to explain the rapidly expanding and increasingly important ties between countries around the
world. With the advent of new technologies and the Internet, governments and citizens from all
over the world have been able to access more cultures and communicate more often and more
effectively, thereby increasing global relationships with a variety of regions throughout the
world. Scholars generally split theories of globalization into two different camps: globalists and
skeptics. Globalists embrace the project of globalization as positive structural changes in how the
world conceptualizes business, the economy, and governments. 8 Because this view of
globalization champions an open and expanding marketplace and an increase of both “people
and goods crossing borders,” it is generally viewed as neoliberal in nature, one that “‘hide[s] the
effects of power.’”9
Skeptics, on the other hand, view globalization as a rhetoric that justifies a Western
neoliberal takeover of global leadership and economy. In fact, Molefi Kete Asante characterizes
the rhetoric of globalization as another form of colonialization because it often requires the
adoption of Western ways of life and is encouraged by Western elites. Asante goes on to urge
readers to “challenge this construction of reality to reveal its dirty underside as a hierarchical
calculation of white supremacy.”10
Regardless of the camp in which scholars find themselves concerning globalization, it is
important to note that our understanding of globalization is discursively constructed via the
language through which it is described. Thus, as Nilanjana Bardhan posits, the existence of the
many points of view on globalization (such as globalists and skeptics) is solely the result of the
variety of discourses on globalization: “they play a significant role in suggesting how human
agents should make sense of, and perform, globalization.”11 In academia, however, this
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discursive view of globalization has been largely ignored in favor of interpretation of its
economic effects instead.12
Although it has been under-researched, the discursive construction of globalization has
made it difficult for scholars and for popular press to agree on what globalization actually
entails; in fact, many scholars recognize the concept of globalization as vague, to be understood
in many different ways.13 From the inception of the concept, it has largely been understood from
an economic perspective, as countries united in trade and expanded their markets abroad, thus
leading to trade wars and pressures to stay competitive.14 Although economics undoubtedly plays
a role in our understanding of globalization, it does not account for other factors that may impact
globalization. For example, Marcos Ancelovici’s study on anti-globalization protests in France
found that, although France would (and currently does) benefit economically from growing
globalization, inhabitants’ protests were “the result of a political and cultural process conditioned
by” previous social conflicts that took place in the 1990s.15 Thus, in addition to economics,
political and cultural aspects play large roles in how we may view globalization and its world
impact.16
As such, the growth of globalization has a host of impacts in various cultures and
countries around the world. At a global level, our understanding of globalization as primarily
economic and political excludes women. Although often touted as a neoliberal opportunity for
more freedom for women, discourse surrounding globalization often relegates women to the
private sphere of child rearing and homemaking, leaving them unable to take part in the new
potential political and economic roles that globalization would afford them.17 Furthermore,
globalization has large effects on singular nations in changing the culture, policy positions,
media, and even language.18 In a study on the New Zealand government’s discourse on
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globalization and the nation, Peter Skilling found that governmental rhetoric framed global
competition as a catalyst to create a more concrete national identity for its inhabitants, as well as
a shared vision for the future.19
As more nations embrace the calls of globalization, they welcome the advent of Western
hegemony, especially in the form of the adoption of English. In Christof Demont-Heinrich’s
study of global English in U.S. American-owned newspapers, he explains hegemony of English
and its detrimental effects:
The hegemony of English refers to the hegemony of specific English language speakers
and writers, meaning actually existing human social actors working toward the
(re)production of a particular (global) linguistic order. The discourse of universal
progress…frequently casts the global rise of English as an overwhelmingly progressive
and positive development for the whole of humanity while glossing over the darker
dimensions of this intensifying global social phenomenon—for example, the ways in
which it discourages mother-tongue English speakers from acquiring fluency in other
languages.20
The global takeover of English manifests itself in both native and non-native English speaking
countries.21 A set of interviews with elderly women conducted in South Korea, for example,
found participants frustrated with their lacks of English-speaking abilities and the necessity to
rely on their children or grandchildren to participate in consumer culture.22 In addition to the
global domination of English, it is important to remember in the context of this study that French
is also considered an imperial language. As Stewart McCain explains, during Napoleon’s reign
over the French empire, the spread of the French language became crucial for both governmental
and administrative purposes as well as for “the Napoleonic improvement of society.” As such,
the ability to speak and understand French became crucial for the leaders of groups that had been
colonized by Napoleon as they acted as “cultural intermediaries,” and the ability to speak French
became connected to powerful leadership positions.23
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The growing influence of the West as globalization expands not only detrimentally
impacts cultures in the realm of language, but it can also be extremely harmful to the
construction of nation and national identity. In fact, as Ulrich Beck points out, globalization
actually “weakens the nation-state.” This, in turn, allows for the return of the ethnic state in
which state policies strengthen ethnic or neo-nationalism and promote xenophobic practices.24
The rise of this type of nationalism, spurred on by globalization, is growing today around the
world, especially in the United States and Europe. France in particular has seen an increase in
reactionary nationalism led by the National Rally and Marine Le Pen as they fight against what
they view as the growing economic, social, and cultural threat of globalization.
Nationalism
Though it may be tempting to separate the global from the local or national, scholars are
quick to point out the necessary interconnectedness of the two concepts; however, they may not
agree on the specifics of this relationship. For example, governments may respond to growing
globalization by increasing their national identity discourse in an attempt to heighten national
pride in its citizens.25 For other scholars, the opposite occurs. Alev Çinar argues that
globalization is actually a product of nationalism, writing “nationalist discourse itself produces,
defines, and projects images of the ‘global’ as the backdrop against which the ‘national’ can be
located and localized.”26 Yet another author pairs neoliberalism and nationalism as
complementary, arguing that leaders have used neoliberal economic messages to communicate a
nationalist message.27 As such, globalization and nationalism can be seen as two processes that
work in tandem and impact each other in distinct ways.
In order for either globalization or nationalism to exist, nations first must be
conceptualized. Benedict Anderson writes that the nation is “an imagined political community”
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which has three main characteristics: it is limited, sovereign, and a community.28 Of these
characteristics, community is the most important because it explains why members can turn a
blind eye to societal inequality as well as why they may be willing to kill and die for their
nation.29 Thus, according to Anderson, once a nation is imagined, nationalism follows
unwittingly, due to “the explosive interaction between capitalism, technology, and human
linguistic diversity.”30 The growth of nation-building and nationalism, Arjun Appadurai posits,
could stem from the fact that imagination has grown from only being used in myth and art to the
everyday, allowing ordinary people to participate in the imaginary creation of what their nation
and nationalism means.31
Today, nationalism carries the connotation of an ideology carried by separatists or the far
right. However, it is important to remember that nationalism merely means a sense of national
pride that can be held by anyone, whether they are a part of the country or not. This type of
nationalism is typically not advanced in very overt ways. Rather, nationalism is reinforced in
everyday places and methods, a type of nationalism that Michael Billig terms “banal
nationalism.”32 Giving the example of the U.S. American flag hanging unassumingly outside a
U.S. post office, Billig notes that this type of nationalism is often mundane, but it is also a
constant reminder of the nation.33 This type of nationalism is not merely visual; scholars also
posit that it can be inferred through linguistic choices, such as the use of pronouns (“we, us,
them”) in public address and national news media.34 Since the introduction of the concept of
banal nationalism in 1995, scholars have expanded this concept to study how banal nationalism
manifests itself online as the result of growing technology and globalization.35 Moreover,
theories of banal Americanism and banal Europeanism have been proposed as scholars attempt
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to understand American national identity and how European inhabitants view their identity in
relation to both nation and Europe.36
Because nationalism is intertwined with government, politics, culture, societal norms, and
the like, scholars have studied nationalism in a host different cultural contexts, including the
United States, New Zealand, Iraq, Liberia, Turkey and France.37 These nationalisms manifest in
different ways and have different effects on those who may identify with a certain country. The
power of nationalism to both empower citizens and contain them by restricting cultural norms
should not be understated. In one experiment in the United States, researchers found that when
Americans were shown advertisements with a strong patriotic message, they viewed the
advertisement more positively. Moreover, the theme of U.S. American national identity was so
strong that Asian Americans in the study reported shifting from their ethnic identity to reflect
their American national identity instead.38
Studies on nationalism have yielded a host of different offshoots of nationalism identified
by scholars. The concept of nation branding—or, image management of a country by a
government to compete for foreign investment, tourism, and other financial advantages—has
created what scholars call commercial nationalism.39 This type of nationalism uses national
identity as a marketing tactic to create “a recognizable and marketable version” of a particular
nationality, which is aimed both internally to the nation’s inhabitants and externally at the
international market.40 Scholars have also proposed the existence of virtual nationalism that is
curated online; selfie nationalism perpetrated at the hands of Indian Prime Minister Narendra
Modi; and traumatic nationalism and a discourse of resilience that arises when a nation
experiences tragedy and must recreate national identity to boost national pride and morale.41
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Along with these growing trends in types of nationalism, contemporary far-right politics
have introduced a far more extreme brand of reactionary nationalism. In this thesis, I
conceptualize reactionary nationalism as a type of far-right extremism that is a response to
contemporary social and economic change, such as increasing immigration and globalization.
The rhetoric of reactionary nationalism, therefore, often relies on traditional family values, antiimmigrant sentiments, Islamophobia, Euroscepticism, anti-globalization, and an increased focus
on national security and law and order. Reactionary nationalism is also frequently employed by
populists.42 As Manuela Caini and Patricia Kröll explain, far-right parties often rely on the
combination of populist and nationalist framing to pit the everyday people against elites and the
ethnic other.43 Reactionary nationalism exists, according to Giorgos Katsambekis and Yannis
Stavrakakis, to “construct the ‘nation,’” which is accomplished by the party or politician making
“claims to defend its territory, sovereignty, interests, history, and heritage, against anyone who
threatens it.”44 As the nation finds itself in danger, these communities often turn to a form of
fascism for help, as the nation is considered to be the natural order of how things should be.45
In the United States, this has resulted in the growth of white nationalism or the so-called
“alt-right,” which seeks to restore the status of white men as the dominant group in the United
States.46 Although the U.S.’s brand of far-right nationalism is based heavily on uplifting the
white race, reactionary nationalism in Europe is largely the result of neoliberal globalization
“which produces and reproduces…the identity panics, the obsessive search for sources and
roots.”47 As a result, this reactionary nationalism employed by the European far right often relies
on cultural racism, or what G. M. Tamás calls “ethnicisim,” rather than the biological racism
seen in the United States.48 This type of cultural racism constructs a strong in-group identity
which consequently designates outsiders as a “physical…cultural…and a socio-spatial threat.”49
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Although this type of extreme nationalism is powerful on its own, it is able to exist because of
the successful creation of a national identity.
National Identity
The concept of national identity can be grounded in Henri Tajfel and John Turner’s
Social Identity Theory, which explains positive social belonging in groups as necessary to an
individual’s positive self-esteem. Consequently, groups try to differentiate themselves from
others in an attempt to be seen positively when compared through in-groups and out-groups.50
Taken from a nationalistic perspective, this desire to belong to a group or community can
account for the emergence of the nation and, by extension, of national identity with that nation.51
In the case of the development of French national identity, French philosopher Alfred Jules
Émile Fouillée conceptualized national identity as “‘national character.’”52 In this way, Edmond
Marc Lipiansky explains that “national character is not the simple sum of individual characters,”
but rather a “general way of feeling, of thinking, and of wanting.” Each citizen, however, still
maintains a distinct personal character that is informed by the country’s national character.53
Although there are many different conceptualizations of what national identity means, I
use the definition of Ruth Wodak and Salomi Boukala, which is twofold. First, national identity
connotes a sameness, or an identification with those who also identify in the same group. The
second meaning of identity connotes “distinctiveness,” where members of the group are different
than the “other” who is not a group member.54 This distinctiveness is usually accomplished in the
form of what Niebuhr calls a nation’s “social myth,” which helps to “distinguish it [a nation]
from other nations, justify its existence, and defend its interests.” These myths may be a certain
telling of history, framing of a famous person, or the like, and it functions to make the nation
appear superior to others.55
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Unsurprisingly, construction of U.S. American national identity has received arguably the
most attention in academia. Much of this research focuses on the role of American
exceptionalism discourse in the constitution of what it means to be a U.S. American. This
discourse is strengthened when it is echoed in political and governmental discourse. For
example, George W. Bush reinforced a sense of American exceptionalism in his post-9/11
speeches which helped to restore Americans’ self confidence in their group membership and
national identity. As a result, the rhetoric of American exceptionalism “restore[d] national
confidence” and “solidified public support for the U.S.-led ‘war on terror.’”56 More research
conducted outside the United States has replicated this finding, demonstrating that social group
bonds can actually become stronger in times of crisis, leading to a heightened sense of national
solidarity.57
In other cultural contexts, scholars have highlighted the different ways in which
governments go about creating, reframing, or strengthening national identity. This is often
accomplished through hosting sporting events, such as the Olympics, where countries can show
their sporting prowess and abilities to host a large global event.58 Meanwhile, in Croatia and
Russia, governments rely on the use of memory and nostalgia—including reframing past events
in a more positive light—to unite its inhabitants.59 The Singaporean Prime Minister is much
more direct and paints a picture of the ideal Singaporean, rallying citizens to live up to the
description that he has given.60 Despite these efforts, national identity does not remain stagnant,
as it is socially and culturally constructed.61 Jenni Riihimäki, for example, proposes that the
reason the United Kingdom voted to leave the European Union in 2016 was because their
national identity changed from identifying with both British and European identity to viewing
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the European Union as working against their best interest; consequently, many inhabitants
shunned their former identification with European identity and interests.62
Although governments play a large role in cultivating national identity, the media are also
important in helping everyday people understand national identity of their country. In the past, a
government could rely on state television to promote its agenda, boost national pride, and
promote civic engagement. Now, however, broadcasters seem to be more focused on commercial
interests, and discussion of national identity has moved online.63 Studies of online communities
have found that social media and other online media are powerful in constructing and
reconstructing individual, national, and global identities because ordinary people are given the
power and platform to discuss issues that were normally reserved for governments.64 Although
online media give people opportunities to contest government versions of history, this is more
difficult to accomplish in the mainstream news. A study of U.S. news framing found that many
frames that are used by politicians serve to protect American national identity and are embraced
by many inhabitants of the country. Moreover, the study found that dissenters generally do not
contest those frames for fear of being labeled unpatriotic. As such, the traditional media still hold
much power when communicating about national identity.65
Although national identity has the power to encompass many different people in a
community, Snobra Rizwan reminds us that “the construction of nationalists’ identity remains
incomplete unless it is contrasted with the traitors’ identity.”66 In other words, there is no patriot
without a traitor. As such, efforts to promote national identity create an other or an outsider. In
countries like the United States, the outsider is often the immigrant who comes to the U.S. from a
Latin or South American country.67 In European countries, a study of newspaper coverage about
the so-called “death of multiculturalism” revealed the construction of the Muslim as the
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culturally inferior other—the conception of which has now spread throughout Europe and to
North America.68
Despite the impressive number of cultural arenas in which research about nationalism and
national identity has been conducted, there still remains much to be studied about French
identity. Sabina Mihelj points out that the majority of communication research conducted about
Europeanization has focused on the collective inter-national, rather than the intra-national where
specific national identities are formed. Of that research about individual European nations, the
United Kingdom is often the main focus.69 Worldwide, scholars tend to focus on Englishspeaking countries and cultures, which allows the examination of non-English cultures to go by
the wayside. Even fewer studies examining the constitution of identity in non-English nations
have been conducted; in their study of the construction of the Turkish people, Aysel Morin and
Ronald Lee draw attention to “the small number of studies examining constitutive discourses in
non-English cultures.”70 This thesis works to frame that gap by using constitutive rhetoric to
understand how Marine Le Pen constitutes French national identity.
Moreover, the way that many of these studies frame national identity makes it appear as
though there can only be one national identity per nation. Of course, there may be an “official”
national identity promoted by a national government but, as Mary Stuckey reminds us in her
analysis of the 2004 American Republican and Democratic conventions, there are often multiple
versions of national identity in a singular nation.71 This project examines a conception of French
national identity that is not promoted by the official government leaders; in fact, the National
Rally’s extreme beliefs position their view of national identity to be one on the fringes and one
with which most of the French public would not agree. This does not mean it is any less
important and should not be studied. Rather, I argue that it is more important to understand what
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it means to “be French” to those who find themselves outside of the dominant political sphere.
This also helps us to understand how Marine Le Pen attempted to constitute this version of
national identity as necessary to save the nation and what types of discourse she used to present
this view.
Women’s Political Leadership
Women politicians have been studied extensively in academia. When women first began
holding more public positions in politics and in social movements, scholars began to study
communication that was specific to women. Karlyn Kohrs Campbell’s work on the so-called
“feminine style” has been instrumental to this understanding of feminist rhetorical criticism.
Campbell began by examining feminist social movements, which, she argued, were
fundamentally distinct from other studies on social movements because of the marginalized place
that women occupy in society.72 Later, Campbell coined the phrase “feminine style” in her study
of women speakers and their speeches calling for women’s suffrage. According to Campbell, the
feminine style emphasizes the use of anecdotes and examples, uses a personal tone, and
encourages audience participation.73 Other scholars have extended Campbell’s research past
social movements to electoral politics. Bonnie J. Dow and Mari Boor Tonn note:
female politicians must operate in the ultimate public deliberative context, where
feminine communicative strategies would seem the least valued and adaptation to
typically male communicative patterns would seem most useful.74
Although more recent studies have found that women in politics continue to use the feminine
style, Shawn J. Parry-Giles and Trevor Parry-Giles caution the celebration of this style that was
common of early feminist scholars, contending that “such a style potentially masks the reliance
of political image construction on a hegemonic masculinity that serves to preserve politics as a
patriarchal system.”75
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Indeed, the American presidency has been identified as extremely masculine, which may
account for the lack of women who have ascended to this role.76 As Kristina Horn Sheeler and
Karrin Vasby Anderson point out, the United States president “both establishes and reflects
political and cultural norms.”77 Campbell further notes that the office of the presidency functions
as both a head of state and executive leader in a monarchial fashion. As such, he and his family
should represent the ideal (and heterosexual) American family. Consequently, the role of the first
lady is especially important in not only communicating familial norms, but gender and cultural
norms as well.78
First ladies often walk the line between the public and private sphere, acting as caretaker
of the White House and doting wife (and often mother), while also being expected to take up a
cause and be conversant in her husband’s policy proposals and decisions.79 When one of these
lines is crossed, political spouses are often victims of serious media and public scrutiny. For
example, Hillary Clinton’s famous “I could have stayed home and baked cookies and had teas”
comment prompted outrage from homemakers and conservatives and was covered heavily by
news sources.80 The media have long played a role in dictating both the role of the first lady as
well as the image of each individual woman herself. In fact, Teri Finneman and Ryan J. Thomas
argue that the role and status of the first lady is stuck in a specific double bind between
modernity and tradition as they struggle to balance the two.81 As they struggle “to represent what
we pretend is a single, universally accepted ideal for U.S. womanhood,” Karrin Vasby Anderson
asserts that first ladies are able to “achieve legitimate political agency through private influence,”
“‘behind the scenes’” work only.82 Hillary Rodham Clinton received some of the most scrutiny
in her roles first as first lady of Arkansas, then of the United States, especially as she continued
her career as a lawyer and took an active role in her husband’s politics.83 More recently, scholars
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have begun producing scholarship on former first lady Michelle Obama—who is also considered
very politically active—as well as expanding research to the media construction of first ladies
outside the United States, such as those in the United Kingdom, China, and different countries of
the Middle East. Even though these subjects are not all Western, scholars still tend to examine
Western media and how it others or eroticizes non-Western women of influence.84
Until recently, there were very few women that political scholars were able to study
because politics had been dominated by men. However, as women advance in legislative and
executive elections around the world, they still continue to encounter obstacles related to gender
when running for political office. Kathleen Hall Jamieson terms a “double bind” as “a rhetorical
construct that posits two and only two alternatives, one or both penalizing the person being
offered them.”85 In her book, she offers five double binds that are commonly experienced by
women in leadership positions: womb/brain, silence/shame, sameness/difference,
femininity/competence, and aging/invisibility.86 Although women in politics may experience any
of these double binds, one of the most common that scholarship points to is the
femininity/competence bind, which implies that a woman cannot both be feminine and a
competent leader. If she is a good leader, she is masculine and thus off-putting because she
breaks social and gender norms. If she fits firmly within culturally defined femininity, she cannot
possibly be a good leader.
While it is certainly possible for women to transcend these double binds, these binds
undoubtedly make it more difficult for women to see electoral success, especially under media
scrutiny.87 Many studies that focus on news framing have found that women politicians do not
receive equal airtime to men politicians and that they are portrayed through sexist frames that are
detrimental to the representation of women politicians. These findings have been replicated in
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studies of many different countries’ news media, such as the United States, Germany, Bulgaria,
Belgium, Australia, Tunisia, and more.88 More recently, this study has expanded to online media
portrayals of women, with very similar findings.89 This trend is extremely detrimental to
attempts at gender equality, as the frames upon which media rely not only reinforce sexist
hegemony in society and culture, but they also may discourage women from running for office,
thereby increasing the disparity between the population of women and their representation in
government.90 For women who do end up running for office, they often become victims of news
frames that, in recent years, have been preoccupied with political authenticity. According to
Shawn J. Parry-Giles, “political authenticity derives from character concerns as
candidates…attempt to authenticate a candidate’s image as their political opponents, in turn,
attempt to inauthenticate it.”91 As Parry-Giles goes on to note, these attempts at authentication
and inauthentication “take place within the history of gendered expectations and norms,” and it is
the media that perpetuate these norms as well as frames of political (in)authenticity.92
Despite these trends in news framing, women have been able to find electoral success in
both legislative and executive leadership positions. Wilma Rule has noted the differences that
arise in representation depending on the electoral system in which research takes place, writing
that “electoral systems explain almost 30 percent of the varying proportions of women in
democracies’ national legislatures.”93 For example, most parliamentary systems are known as
party-list/proportional representation systems (PL/PR). Here, parties choose who will represent
them in electoral contests, meaning that women must win the support of both the party and the
electorate to be elected to serve.94 Because parties are more likely to choose women candidates
to run in each district, it is easier for women to win votes from the electorate because they are
more likely to run in the first place.95 Moreover, because party membership chooses prime
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ministers (rather than election by the people), “party members and long-term colleagues likely
have less traditional bias against women as political leaders than does the general electorate.”96
Meanwhile, in a winner-take-all system like the United States and Canada, it is much easier for
women to be elected to legislative positions than to executive positions, such as governor. As
such, it becomes even more difficult for a women to advance to the top executive position as
president.97
In their research on gubernatorial races, Lindsay Meeks and David Domke found that
embracing femininity helped women candidates receive more support.98 This is most evident in
the media’s embrace of Sarah Palin during her run for governor; because she fell squarely within
hegemonic roles of femininity, and especially motherhood, she was praised. Governor Jane
Smith, on the other hand, had a husband who filled the role of the stay-at-home dad, thereby
threatening traditional family roles, and she was subsequently vilified in the press.99 In New
Zealand, an examination of two MPs’ Twitter accounts revealed a dominant likeability frame,
leading to the dilemma that voters enjoy “likeable” candidates, but that likeability does not
necessarily translate into more votes.100 Perhaps one of the most disheartening studies conducted
on British parliament found that despite the growing number of women MPs, the type of
aggressive debate expected on the parliament floor opens the door for harassment towards
women. Specifically, the study found that women MPs are routinely objectified, patronized, and
stigmatized in British parliament.101 This is not exactly shocking, given Ignacio Moreno Segarra
and Karrin Vasby Anderson’s assertion that “[g]lobal political culture…has become a sexually
charged environment.”102
Although some studies have found that certain women politicians capitalize on this
sexualization, operating within misogynistic tropes and continuing to employ the feminine style,
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others have found that some women politicians use a more masculine style of communication,
thus forcing audiences to view them as a politician first, rather than a woman first.103 Given
Hillary Clinton’s two high-profile runs for president, much research has been conducted about
her campaigns and tenure as Secretary of State. Although she continued to function within
double binds and often negative news framing, Clinton’s almost-presidency has received the
spotlight in academic research, despite the fact that she never actually ascended to the role of
U.S. president.104 Many other nations have had women heads of state; however, there is little
Communication Studies research that has been conducted in these (often non-English speaking)
cultural and electoral contexts.105
Following this trend, there is little communication research about Marine Le Pen and her
rhetorical and leadership style.106 Le Pen is currently a member in France’s parliament, the
Assemblée Nationale, a seat she won in June 2017, less than two months after losing the 2017
presidential election. Although she holds political office, the National Rally only holds eight
seats out of a possible 577, which left the party “unable to form a parliamentary group which
would have given it a role in setting the parliamentary agenda as well as influence committee
positions.”107 Consequently, after two unsuccessful bids for president of France in 2012 and
2017 and a lackluster showing for the French parliamentary elections, examining Le Pen’s
rhetoric allows for a unique opportunity to study a woman politician who has seen little electoral
success, yet continues to hold a great amount of power in her country’s political sphere.
Moreover, Le Pen’s attempts to soften—and, some would argue, feminize—the image of her
party since 2012 are at odds with the rhetoric employed in the speeches I analyzed. In fact, Le
Pen breaks with many norms of traditional feminine communication, thus expanding our
knowledge of women rhetors who run for political office.
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Critical Methodology
My texts for this project consist of ten speeches given by Marine Le Pen between 2015
and 2019, all of which have a major theme of globalization. As mentioned above, as
globalization grows, there has also been a renewal in reactionary nationalism which is often
accompanied by xenophobia and sometimes even violence. France offers an interesting case
study of the relationship between globalization and reactionary nationalism especially as French
identity continues to splinter and populism continues to grow in the wake of the ongoing Gilets
Jaunes (yellow vests) protests, a violent, anti-government manifestation of this identity split that
has been ongoing since November 2018.108
To better understand far-right identity in the context of globalization and reactionary
nationalism, I rhetorically analyzed the following ten speeches:
•

“Marine Le Pen’s Gathering in Corsica,” November 28, 2015

•

“Presidential Conference in Lyon: Marine Le Pen,” February 5, 2017

•

“Marine Le Pen in Châteauroux,” March 11, 2017

•

“Grand Marine Le Pen Gathering at Zénith Paris,” April 17, 2017

•

“Marine Le Pen in Marseilles,” April 19, 2017

•

“Marine Le Pen on the Night of the First Round of the Presidential Election,” April 23,
2017

•

“Marine Le Pen in Laon,” February 18, 2018

•

“Public Gathering in Thor,” January 22, 2019

•

“Public Gathering in Bessières,” March 3, 2019

•

“Marine Le Pen in Metz,” May 1, 2019
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I chose to examine texts over a period of several years in order to get a better, holistic picture of
what far right French identity consists of and how Le Pen goes about constructing it in her
speeches. It may be difficult to fully understand a concept such as national identity if the texts I
examine were confined to only a short window of time. Furthermore, I chose speeches that were
given in a variety of contexts. The 2017 speeches were delivered during Le Pen’s run for
president, while the 2019 speeches were given to rally party supporters for the European
Parliamentary elections. The 2018 speech was given in a small city before a local election, and
the 2015 speech was given to inhabitants on the island of Corsica as they prepared for their
elections.
Each of these speeches was delivered in French, and as a proficient French speaker, I
conducted the analysis of these speeches in their original language, rather than from an English
translation. All direct quotes from the speeches are my own translation. I also relied on a mix of
English and French-language popular press sources as a means to access a more complete picture
of French news and identity. Although I am a U.S. American, I have spent considerable time
overseas, and most recently, I lived and worked in France for two years, during which the 2017
presidential elections were held. As such, I feel that I understand French culture and French
identity despite my U.S. American nationality, and I feel comfortable representing this culture
and identity in my research and writing.
In order to best understand how Le Pen creates French national identity and what it
means to “be French” to the far right, I employed a methodology of constitutive rhetoric to
analyze these speeches. To make a case for constitutive rhetoric, Maurice Charland conducted an
analysis of French-speaking Canadians in Quebec and how they became a peuple québécois.
Rather than focusing on the connection between rhetoric and persuasion, constitutive rhetoric
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instead examines how an identity is constituted ideologically. Combining McGee’s notion of
“the people,” Burke’s identification, and Althusser’s concept of interpellation and political
subjectivity, Charland argues that the creation of the “people” is only possible “through an
ideological discourse that constitutes them.” This, Charland writes, is often accomplished
through narrative with underlying ideology that creates a shared identity and is delivered by a
leader who invites members to become a part of this identity.109 In order for constitutive rhetoric
to be successful—that is, in order for the created identity to continue to hold power—it “must
require that its embodied subjects act freely in the social world to affirm their subject
position.”110
Following Charland’s proposal of the practice of constitutive rhetoric, this methodology
has been expanded to contexts other than that of politics, such as advertising, written discourse
and audience design, and works of fiction.111 Moreover, scholars are becoming increasingly
interested in what happens when attempts at constitutive rhetoric fail. Helen Tate, for example,
examined the rhetoric used by white lesbian feminists of the second wave as they attempted to
constitute a feminist identity. This identity focused almost exclusively on the release from
homosexual oppression, even though the movement sought support from heterosexual women as
well. As a result, the attempt at creating this feminist identity was unsuccessful and instead
created space for antifeminist criticism, thereby undermining the entire feminist movement as a
whole.112
As constitutive rhetoric has already been used to analyze the creation of American
conservative identity in the 1960s, this methodology can greatly aid in understanding how an
identity is constituted in the case of Marine Le Pen and the French far right.113 As Robert Elliot
Mills points out, the negative identity of constitutive rhetoric is just as important as the identity
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that is constituted. In other words, the identity of a people heavily rests on both what the people
are, as well as what they are not.114 This may explain why Le Pen relies so heavily on
scapegoating elites, globalists, and immigrants in order to constitute a new version of French
national identity. Moreover, the splintering conception of French identity has created a nation
that has left many people on the fringes, which makes them specifically susceptible to a
reconstitution of national identity. Le Pen’s rhetoric not only validates how these outsiders may
feel, but it creates an ideological narrative to bring them together as political subjects and,
consequently as “the people” of the French far right.
Furthermore, in order to maintain this French identity and political subjectivity, members
must undertake political action—such as attending protests and voting—to protect this version of
French identity which has become a necessary part of their essence. Thus, the actions that they
are called to take are performed as a way to protect their identity and their subject position. In a
nod to Stuart Hall, Charland writes
Various contradictory subject positions can simultaneously exist within a culture…These
contradictions place a strain upon identification with a given subject position and render
possible a subject’s rearticulation. Successful new constitutive rhetorics offer new subject
positions that resolve, or at least contain, experienced contradictions.115
In the case of the National Rally, Le Pen’s construction of “the people” served to create a new
identity that counters dominant Western ideals of diversity and neoliberalism, thus containing the
contradictions between far-right beliefs and dominant French identity. Specifically, in her
discourse, Le Pen constituted a new way to perform patriotic citizenship, part of which was
contingent upon continuing to support her movement and vote her into power. By breaking with
conceptions of identity through specific electoral action, Le Pen is an ideal subject for which to
use constitutive rhetoric. This, along with the reminder of Morin and Lee’s call to address “the
small number of studies examining constitutive discourses in non-English cultures,” indicates
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that constitutive rhetoric is a methodology that is be incredibly useful in not only addressing gaps
in communication literature, but also in helping understand the French far right and the rhetorical
and leadership style of Marine Le Pen.116

Chapter Outline
In order to support this argument, the outline of my thesis is as follows. Chapter two
focuses on context, which provides background and pertinent information about French history,
national identity, culture, and the electoral system; gender and sexism in France; and the history
of Marine Le Pen and the National Front/National Rally. Chapter three comprises my analysis of
Le Pen’s ten speeches. In the chapter, I outline how Le Pen follows the three steps of Kenneth
Burke’s cycle of scapegoating and victimage: initial identification, casting out, and
purification/alleviation of guilt. Finally, my fourth chapter serves as a conclusion and outlines
the implications my analysis represents for French identity, reactionary nationalism, women
political leaders, constitutive rhetoric, and internationalizing public address.
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Chapter 2: Context

In order to better understand Marine Le Pen’s constitution of French far-right identity, it
is imperative to situate her discourse in past and contemporary French history, identity, culture,
and politics. In this chapter, I contextualize this research project in three main ways. First, I give
a historical overview of the founding of France, French national and political identity, French
government and electoral process, and a brief explanation of contemporary French political and
social issues. Second, I review relevant information about the role that gender and feminism
plays in French politics and contemporary identity issues. Finally, I provide a brief history of the
National Front/National Rally, from its inception to today, focusing on the change in party
leadership from Jean-Marie Le Pen to Marine Le Pen and how this change in power has
impacted French identity with regards to the far right.

French Foundations
Although the land that is now recognized as the country of France has a long history
spanning thousands of years, I am interested in it from its inception as a nation in the late
fifteenth century. Referred to by Cecil Jenkins as “A Nation Born in Blood,” after an invasion by
England, French King Charles VII organized the collection of taxes to fund an army.117 It was
this war and bloodshed on which the nation of France was founded as the army also acted to
quash internal threats of nobility uprisings. Consequently, the feudal system was dead and a
monarchy arose to form the nation of France by the end of the 1400s. According to Jenkins,
patriotism and nationalism followed this creation of the state.118
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David A. Bell details the events that led to the creation of French nationalism specifically
via the “general religious and cultural transformation” occurring in Europe.119 Although France
did not invent the concept of nationalism, Bell points out its “unusually strong emphasis on
political will as the foundation stone of the nation (as opposed to language or blood or
history).”120 In France, the formation of the nation was grounded in the notion of patrie, or
fatherland, as a unifying concept for the variety of people who found themselves spread out
geographically and linguistically. Moreover, the shifting role of Christianity in areas of what
would become France played a significant role in understanding both the values of the nation and
the public/private divide.
Eventually, rather than be divided by the multitude of different regional languages, or
patois, revolutionaries decided to create a singular national language, which not only unified the
country, but was also used as a mechanism of power during the era of French colonialism.121 The
French language has historically constituted a major part of French national identity. As
Dominique Estival and Alastair Pennycook point out “the notion of the mother tongue, equated
with nation in what has always been a diverse and multilingual society, was crucial to the
formation of the French state, resulting in a set of ideologies about French, what it is and what it
is not.”122 In other words, the formation of the unified country of France led to both a
standardized form of French and to the notion that those who could not speak French correctly
were viewed as unable to sufficiently embody proper French identity. Unlike English speakers,
Estival and Pennycook continue, the French do not view their language as a malleable instrument
for self-expression, but rather as a symbol of French identity.123
Revolutionaries changed more than just language in the late eighteenth century. After
decades of mass poverty, food riots, a cruel justice system, and a monarchy that cared more
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about the elites than solving these problems, demonstrators took over the Bastille fortress in
Paris on July 14, 1789 in a symbolic victory for the revolutionaries.124 In August of that year, the
Declaration of the Rights of Man and the Citizen was adopted by France’s National Assembly
and outlined all men’s rights to freedom, liberty, equality under the law, and obedience to the
law, not a monarch. As Georges Lefebvre writes, this Declaration was “the death certificate of
the Old Regime” of the French monarchy.125 After the Revolution ended in 1792, the French
government abolished the monarchy without a true direction for future French government,
leading to a host of short-lived constitutions, parliamentary rule, and Emperor Napoleon
Bonaparte. Finally, in 1848, France established the first of the four main republics that comprise
French political history, where political and national identity began to flourish.126
In addition to these specific facets that played a role in the formation of France and
French nationality, Bell asserts that the difference between French nationhood and that of other
European countries is that French nationalism can be viewed as “an unparalleled success story,”
with very little that has disturbed French national identity over the last 200 years. Writings and
speeches in the eighteenth century that encouraged a love of national patrie were widespread,
contributing to the unique connection the French have to their national identity for several
centuries.127
French National Identity
As the country of France continued to develop, national identity was formed through
founding myths and histories that bound the nation and its people together. Alain Finkielkraut
writes that national identity came about as the “daughter of equality,” following the creation of a
nation with a people who had equal, constitutional rights under the Declaration of the Rights of
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Man and the Citizen.128 This identity was further cultivated by Enlightenment thinkers who
viewed the path to individual liberty through reason, rather through God and religion.129
Since France’s founding as a nation, French national identity has been personified,
conceived of as a person, with a national soul and national character. While individuality is
celebrated, a piece of national character and the national soul can be found in all French people.
As Edmond Marc Lipiansky writes, “in each individual mind exists a system of ideas reflecting
the social and physical environment and embodying the ideal community of the nation.”130 The
way that the French make sense of their national identity is through comparison of themselves to
neighboring nations. They are able to differentiate themselves from others and valorize their own
traits that they perceive as being unique to French identity, such as good taste, eloquence, spirit
of justice and liberty, and tolerance, among others.131 In 2010, Minister of Immigration Éric
Besson proclaimed: “France is neither a people, nor a language, or a territory, nor a religion, it’s
a conglomeration of people who want to live together. There is no strained French, there is just
mixed French.”132 The creation of this singularity—of a soul, national character, and common
traits—therefore encourages homogeneity of the population, free of internal threat or problems,
which is able to more easily join together in creation of a national identity.
With this view of togetherness, French identity has also historically entailed a sense of
superiority known as the French exception. In other words, France has always seen itself as
being held to the highest of standards, as an exception, an example for other countries. “At the
heart of this notion,” Jenkins writes, “is the ambition, accepted as national destiny, to be the
highest expression of civilization.”133 This notion of exceptionalism was enacted by the
foundation of the prestigious Académie Française in 1635, which worked to prescribe rules of
the French language to all French speakers, with the goal of creating a “pure” version of French.
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King Louis XIV, who helped found the Académie, worked to systematize the language to make it
so perfect that this system would be emulated by others.134
The notion of French exceptionalism has also been reflected historically in France’s
constitution of La Grande Nation (The Great Nation) as a descriptor of France’s military
expansion during its revolution in the late eighteenth century. La Grande Nation emphasizes
France’s military victories, again personifying the nation, and showing that “the state is seen not
as an intruder but as a fair arbiter.”135 Even today, the French fondly remember their glories of
the past and often carry an air of smugness as a result. On the other side, La Grande Nation also
connotes France as the underdog, as France is better known for its defeats than for its victories.
France has constantly portrayed itself as struggling against the dominant European power at
different times in history, embodying a “‘culture of opposition to the dominant norms.’”136 In
other words, the state’s ambition of reaching its national destiny has not yet been able to be
realized, often leaving them frustrated with their inability to achieve their great and lofty goals
dictated by the French national identity of exceptionalism. Despite the mismatch of ambitions
and actual power, La Grande Nation has often been equated with true patriotism no matter the
outcome, especially during the Revolution.137 The rule of Napoleon is sometimes even referred
to Le Grand Empire (The Great Empire) that was led by La Grande Armée (The Great Army).138
This French exception and conception of a great destiny for a great nation is also reflected in
how the French view themselves politically.
French Political Identity
The French exception is clearly communicated in the so-called “social model” of the
French exception, which prioritizes “the social and moral vision…and the republic context in
which it operates.”139 This social model, however, is quite vague and not specific. The clearest
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way to conceptualize the ways in which the French view themselves politically is by examining
the wording the constitution of the Fifth Republic. Cecil Jenkins breaks down the four main ideas
that guide the French constitution. First, the emphasis on France as a republic highlights the
rejection of hereditary privilege of aristocratic and monarchical systems, privileging the rights of
the individual citizen. Second, the Constitution’s use of the term “indivisible” clearly “implies a
centralist, non-federal state in which an individual is not defined by region or by adherence to
any minority cultural or ethnic group, but purely as a citizen of the Republic.”140 Third, a focus
on secularity treats religion as a private matter, not to be sanctioned or regulated by the state and
undergirds France’s notion of laïcité. Laïcité, or the strict separation of church and state in
France, was initially instituted to limit the power of the Catholic church in France and
“center[ed] on issues such as the removal of crucifixes from school or the elimination of prayers
from public events.”141 This principle not only governs many aspects of religion in everyday
life—for example, no visible signs of religion, such as a Muslim hijab or Christian cross are
permitted in public schools or to be worn by students—but is also integral to the majority of
French people as an “essential republican principle,” according to a 2019 poll.142 Finally, the
term “social” is invoked in the preamble of the Constitution to encompass France’s unifying
principles of liberté, égalité, and fraternité (liberty, equality, and brotherhood).143 These major
ideas all come together to form a clear picture of what French political identity looks like.
Despite the idealized notions of equality and togetherness of the republic, scholars have
pointed out that French society is very hierarchical, relying on the social pyramid of class as a
defining organizing feature of society. Although one can theoretically transcend to a higher
social class, this is extremely difficult to accomplish, and it is often the bourgeois elite who hold
the social and political power. As such, dominant French political identity has historically upheld
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middle class ideals and values.144 This is especially reflected in the French concept of l’honnête
homme (honest man), which came about in the seventeenth century. For a person to embody
l’honnête homme, one must speak with clarity and be “respectable and courteous, in addition to
being cultivated” (this holds a different connotation than contemporary conceptions of
honesty).145
The electorate of the French far right perceives itself as a victim of these bourgeois
attitudes, frustrated that their points of view are being ignored by politicians and lawmakers. The
National Front and National Rally often capitalize on these tensions, presenting themselves as
representatives of the common people and what they truly value. This includes keeping national
identity as homogenous as possible and protecting it against potentially damaging forces in order
to “ensure a harmonious relationship between people and environment.”146 These messages have
resonated with working class voters who are disillusioned with governmental policies, allowing
the far right to capture a portion of the electorate that is typically a stronghold of the left.
However, neither of the Le Pen leaders has been able to capture middle or upper class votes,
likely because their voices and desires are already being represented by the elitism of elected
officials.147
French Politics and Governance in the Fifth Republic
The current system of governance that privileges these elite interests was established in in
December 1958 when a French national referendum ratified a new constitution and created the
Fifth Republic, which continues to today. Four years after the ratification, French president
Charles de Gaulle advocated for a constitutional amendment that would elect the president by
popular vote of the people, rather than the legislative body of the National Assembly.148
According to Catherine Fieschi, this upheaval of the electoral system threw French political
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parties into disarray as they scrambled to re-organize the roles of political parties that were
needed by this new system.149
Today, there are many active political parties in France, the most popular among them the
left-wing Partie Socialiste (Socialist Party), centrist La République En Marche! (The Republic
on the Move!), and right-wing parties Les Républicains (The Republicans) and Rassemblement
National (National Rally). Although there are two major right-wing parties in France, the
National Rally relies on a much more extremist form of nationalism and populism, while The
Republicans can be characterized as center right.150 Because of the large number of political
parties, the political system often relies on coalition building to achieve a majority in the
governing body of the National Assembly—the house of parliament that is elected by the
people.151 Voters cast their ballots for the presidency and National Assembly in a two round
system every five years. The presidential elections occur first, and campaigning lasts for one
month. After presidential candidates achieve the support of at least 500 elected French officials,
they can officially run in the first round of voting. French citizens cast their vote for any of the
candidates. If a candidate wins at least 50% of the votes, they are automatically declared the
winner, although this has never happened. Instead, the top two candidates who receive the most
votes advance to a runoff election that is held two weeks later. Whoever receives the most
overall votes wins.152
Contemporary French Issues
The 2017 presidential election saw candidates determined to solve problems that plague
contemporary French society, including the issue of security and terrorism, which remains a
main concern throughout the country. In 2015, a terrorist attack in Paris, purportedly carried out
by the Islamic State, killed 130 people and wounded 350 more.153 This caused the entire country
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to remain in a state of emergency for nearly two years, giving heightened power to law
enforcement. The fear of another terrorist attack has caused growth in Islamophobia and antiimmigration sentiments, as migrants—especially Muslims migrants—are viewed as both a
security threat and a threat to French laïcité, or secularism, that guides much of what is
acceptable in French society. In fact, a poll conducted in December 2018 by the French Institute
of Public Opinion found that 64% of respondents believe that the current impact of immigrants
in France is a negative one, and 60% said that France should no longer welcome immigrants
because of large differences in personal and political values.154
In France, the visibility of the Muslim hijab as a sign of religion has caused tension as
many inhabitants view Muslims as unable or unwilling to assimilate into French society by
complying with the rules of laïcité. Consequently, Islamophobic acts have been on the rise.155
The state of emergency only ended in 2017 with the passage of a new anti-terrorism law that,
among other provisions, sets aside significant financial aid to suburbs of France’s large cities,
where much radicalization has taken place. In an interview with NPR, Yasser Louati, the head of
the Justice and Liberties for All Committee, says that those who turned to radicalization were
often ostracized in French society. He continues, “Those kids are French. And as long as
France's elite fail to accept it and understand it and listen to their grievances, we will continue in
this cycle of action and reaction.”156
Louati’s anti-elite sentiment is another contemporary problem in France. President
Emmanuel Macron’s approval rating in November 2019 was only 32%, with his disapproval
rating at nearly 65%. Much of the public views Macron as an elitist who does not understand
everyday people’s problems and priorities.157 These frustrations took activists to the street during
the Gilets Jaunes protests, violent manifestations that have been occurring for over a year, since
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mid-November 2018, and are still ongoing. The protests began after Macron announced a new
tax on carbon emissions. This especially impacted working class adults who drive to work and
was the flashpoint for the protests. A year later, however, other demographics, such as young
people and activists, have joined. Although Macron dropped the proposed tax, the protests have
evolved into “a much more ambiguous expression of anger against what they [protestors] think
President Macron and his government represent: namely elitism, big banks, and centralized
government in Paris.”158 The protestors represent a physical manifestation of the identity crisis in
France that is the result of increased globalization and the power of the city-dwelling French
elite. The issues of security, terrorism, laïcité, anti-elitism, and objection to globalization reflects
the largest problems that are driving the (re)constitution of what French national identity looks
like in an increasingly fractured world.
Fracturing French Identity
Despite claims of the strength of French national identity, these contemporary issues
indicate an increasingly fractured French national identity, drawing boundaries between the
working class and the elites. Specifically, the fear of globalization has produced so-called
“identity panics” and “the obsessive search for sources and roots” as inhabitants attempt to
establish cultural homogeneity.159 The increasingly globalized world is often seen as a threat to
the health of traditional French national identity as a cohesive group with certain countryspecific traits and an overarching national character and national soul.
Moreover, for many in French society, the elites in office do not understand these issues
and instead continue to push policies that encourage globalization and immigration. In this sense,
those who find themselves on the margins have begun to see themselves as directly in conflict
with President Macron and his interests. This has led to the massive protests like that of the
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Gilets Jaunes, whose message has continued to morph based on perceived injustices. As such,
today in France, there are two main sides to national identity: that of the elite globalizing
bourgeois, represented by Macron, and that of the rural-dwelling, working class who feel left
behind by Macron’s policies. It is this latter group who has turned to Marine Le Pen and the
National Rally for hope and support.
Contemporary identity panics in France are stoked by the far right and allow political
parties like the National Front to attract more voters. Since its creation, the National Front has
always cautioned against the problems associated with globalization and transnationalism,
focusing their energy and policies on Euroscepticism and anti-immigration policies. In other
words, they argue that the changing world will cause irreparable damage to the French people
and French identity. Jean-Marie Le Pen capitalized on these messages in the wake of the
economic downturn in the mid-2000s with messages such as “‘for France to remain France, the
French people must remain masters of their own home,’” linking anti-immigrant sentiment (often
discussed in terms of “strangers” versus “true Frenchman”) to concerns about economic and
cultural homogeneity.160
Not only are globalization and increased mobility of people moving in and out of
countries seen as a threat, but the Le Pens situate themselves as the only ones who understand the
view of the everyday people who experience these threats. Positioning themselves as opposition
to the elite politicians who hold office, Jean-Marie and Marine Le Pen have consistently invoked
the notion of “the people” to show how connected they are to everyday concerns. The head of the
party is the people. According to Alduy and Wahnich, all political Le Pen speeches follow the
same formula: they open with a vivid picture of France on the brink of disaster, followed by an
appeal to “memory of the ‘real’ France, glorious and resilient,” and finally the positioning of the
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speaker as “mirror of the People and incarnation of the values of combat, sacrifice, and rights
that allowed an eternal France to escape annihilation over the course of centuries.”161 As
representatives of concerns of the people and embodiment of eternal French values, the National
Front/National Rally therefore becomes the savior of traditional French national identity for
whom the anti-elitists have been searching.
This section has shown how the concept of French national and political identity has
evolved over time from France’s inception as a country until today. French national identity is
conceptualized as a singular character and soul, with specific characteristics. Moreover, the
French exception and La Grande Nation has led to the goal of the French as an exceptional
society and an example for other nations to imitate. Despite the strength of this brand of national
identity for centuries, contemporary issues, such as security, immigration, and globalization has
led to a splitting of French national identity, which has radically altered the French political
sphere. As conceptions of Frenchness change, it is important to understand what “being French”
means to the group that feels it is left out of current policy as well as the rhetorical strategies that
are being used to constitute this new identity. As Marine Le Pen continues to capitalize on the
splintering of identity as one of the most powerful women in French politics, scholars must also
understand the current status of women in France, along with current feminist and policy issues
regarding gender.

Gender and French Politics
Despite Marine Le Pen’s advancement to the final round of voting in the 2017
presidential election, French politics and France in general remain hostile places for women.
French women did not receive the right to vote until 1944, and the country has only had one
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woman Prime Minister, who was removed after less than one year in office because of “low
approval ratings that some attribute to the misogynistic attitudes of…elites.”162 Historically,
women in France have been the most underrepresented of any European country because there
are very few successful women politicians.163 This is partially due to, as Cécile Alduy and
Stéphanie Wahnich note, the fact that sexism and misogyny are still alive and well in France and
that, in some public places, banal misogyny is becoming more common.164 This has led to an
environment that is unfriendly to feminist causes and initiatives in governmental agendas.
Although the French do not mind European feminist initiatives, it historically has “ha[d] nothing
to show in this domain.”165
Luckily, the French government has taken steps to address this problem, notably with the
strengthening of their parity law in 2017. This law requires that “the ratio of men to women in
public services must be no more than 60/40.”166 For legislative elections, the law requires each
party to have “a minimum of 48% candidates of either sex” run for seats.167 Parties that fail to do
so will lose a portion of funding they receive from the state. While the law may have been passed
in good faith, it does not seem to be as effective as it was intended. As Rainbow Murray points
out, women do not have to run for winnable seats and thus are often placed in races that the party
never had a chance of winning in the first place. Moreover, smaller parties that rely more wholly
on this funding have been forced to make more changes to comply with the parity laws while the
larger parties can afford to lose some of their state funding. In fact, in the 2012 legislative
election, only two parties achieved gender parity: the Green Party and the National Front.168
Despite the fact that the National Front achieved parity in 2012, this was markedly
difficult for this particular party due to what Terri E. Givens calls the “radical right gender gap,”
or the fact that the far right receives significantly more support from men than from women.169
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Several studies have worked to explain the factors that cause this gap. Men are more often the
“‘globalization losers,’” in terms of the economy and competition with immigrants for jobs.170
Meanwhile, women are more likely to be religious or hold feminist beliefs, and far-right
messages of hate and traditional family values are less likely to resonate with these religious or
feminist values.171 When Marine Le Pen took over party leadership in 2011, the National Front
had traditionally earned twice the number of men’s votes as women’s votes. In her attempt to
make the party message more palatable to voters, Le Pen shunned the overt racism, antiSemitism, and homophobia of her father’s leadership, which, coupled with the achievement of
parity of women candidates, led to a near-equal amount of votes from men and women for the
National Front in 2012.172
Feminist Issues in French Identity
Despite the parity law passed by elected officials, it is still difficult to be a woman in
France. As mentioned above, sexism is still prevalent throughout France, based in part on a long
history of social conservatism and Catholicism that limited roles and rights of women. As is
made clear in previous sections, French identity is very much grounded in history and is not
likely to change easily. While there have been attempts at more equality for women in recent
years, many of these attempts have fallen short. For example, in 2012, former President François
Hollande secured a symbolic victory by achieving gender parity in his Cabinet, appointing an
equal number of men and women; however, upon closer examination, it was revealed that gender
stereotyping caused men to hold the most powerful positions in the Cabinet.173
Although current President Macron declared the grand cause of his presidency to be
gender equality, his Cabinet achieved the same gender parity with the same problem of only
appointing men to the truly powerful positions of senior Cabinet members. Women felt
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disappointed after Macron hinted at appointing a woman as his prime minister only for him to
choose a man instead. Another member of Macron’s Cabinet has been accused of rape and has
said he will sue his accuser for defamation.174 Thus, despite the increasing numbers of women in
governmental positions, few priority issues for women are reflected in political agendas, making
the country and French government an unwelcoming place for women, feminism, and women’s
political issues.175
Many French laws that are hostile to women specifically target Muslim women and the
religious symbols that they may choose to wear. France’s explicitly secular constitution has
allowed the country to police religious symbols worn in public, such as hijabs, burqas, and
niqabs more closely than others. For example, in 2011, France became the first European country
to ban “any article of clothing intended to conceal the face.”176 While not explicitly a ban on
religious head coverings, the French government argued that the law was passed both for
security reasons and to “encourage people to ‘live together,’” indicating that the intended target
of this law was Muslim women.177 Moreover, attempted bans on burkinis—a modest bathing
suit, created specifically for Muslim women—at public beaches and pools were the object of
intense debate in summer of 2016, despite a French court overturning the bans.178 Through these
laws, the French government has continued policing religious symbols in an attempt to
homogenize French society, and these laws often disproportionately target Muslim women.179
In addition to these targeted laws, sexual harassment remains a problem for the majority
of women living in France. While a new law that allows on-the-spot fines for sexual harassment
was passed in August 2018 and has led to hundreds of fines, many women feel that “#MeToo has
fallen short in France.”180 This comes in the wake of a letter penned by 100 French women
including France’s most famous actress, Catherine Deneuve, that denounced #MeToo and
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defended men’s “‘freedom to pester’” [that is] “‘indispensable to sexual freedom.’”181 Some
women, however, are fighting back on this culture of sexism and fighting for mainstream
recognition of important issues. For example, in addition to embracing the #MeToo movement,
French feminist Sandra Muller also started the popular #BalanceTonPorc (Expose Your Pig)
movement, which takes a much more direct and active approach to the issue of calling out sexual
harassment.182
At the governmental level, President Macron’s Minister for Gender Equality, Marlène
Schiappa, has become the most outspoken member of the Cabinet, prioritizing initiatives to
combat problems that impact women, such as sexual harassment and health risks and
complications associated with childbirth.183 Schiappa has also been working for state and judicial
recognition of femicide, or gender-related killings, which has reached over one hundred killings
in 2019. Femicide is most often defined as women killed at the hands of their partners, a problem
marked with increasing urgency for French society and the French government as thousands
have taken to the streets to protest government inaction on this issue.184 Schiappa attributes these
and other gender problems in the country to the “‘deeply sexist’” nature of French society.185
This is only buttressed by the gender inequality latent in French language. Saskya Vandoorne
explains that:
Language itself is also a tool of male domination, according to [feminist organizer
Caroline] de Haas. French grammar rules give the masculine form of a noun precedence
over the female. “If you have one hundred women (a feminine noun) and one cat (a
masculine noun) you say the word (‘they’ as a pronoun) in masculine. One hundred
women and one cat. And the masculine form is superior. It's crazy!”186
With the status of French as a colonialist language and Napoleon’s assertion that women were
not equal to men, gender inequality is reflected in nearly all facets of French life and society.
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The feminist reckoning in France comes at a time when national identity in the country is
continuing to fracture, and women continue to find their voice to protest gender-based injustices.
These injustices are steeped in a long history of sexism and misogyny in societal organization,
government, legislation, and language. This sexism has therefore governed much of French
political identity as being male-dominated and representative of the upper echelons of society.
As the French government takes feminist issues more seriously and more activists take to the
streets and social media, French political identity, which, as mentioned above, has theoretically
rested on idealized notions of equality, must evolve to include women’s voices rather than a
perpetuation of misogyny. The increasing unrest over issues such as these has allowed more
extreme leaders, such as Le Pen, to take center stage as a pseudo-feminist voice.

Like Father, Like Daughter: Nearly Fifty Years of Le Pen Leadership
It took several decades after the National Front’s founding in 1972 to achieve the
popularity of the group today. The cultural and social upheaval of the 1960s in France had led to
an erosion of the traditional right-wing parties and a fear that these new directions would
threaten the traditional French way of life. Jean-Marie Le Pen was determined to revive it.
Founded out of neofascist group Ordre Nouveau (New Order), the National Front was created as
an extremist group with the guiding principle being the French political tradition of what Eric
Roussel calls “‘the belief of a natural order, the defense of certain traditional values, suspicion of
democracy—at least in its parliamentary form, xenophobia, and even latent anti-Semitism.’”187
Though the original other founders of the National Front wanted Jean-Marie to act as merely a
front man for the party, he refused, taking an active stance in his role as party president and
emphasizing the traditional values of the right.188
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When the party was first founded, however, it had virtually no impact on French politics.
Jean-Marie refers to 1972 to 1983 as the party’s “‘crossing of the desert,’” as the National Front
received only 2.8% of the total vote across the four national elections in those eleven years.
However, the 1984 European parliamentary elections—during which French voters choose their
representatives in the European Union’s governing body—saw a surge of support. In this
election, the National Front earned 12.34% of the overall vote and 10 seats in the European
Parliament.189 Although scholars cannot be sure of the reason for this sudden popularity, many
point to President François Mitterand who, during the 1980s, encouraged extensive media
coverage of Le Pen and the National Front, despite their overall low polling numbers.
Mitterand’s strategy was meant to undermine center right parties to boost his own left-leaning
party’s chances at electoral success.190
After the National Front’s increased press coverage and very public legislative victory,
the Le Pen name and the National Front became more well-known throughout France and
Europe in general as Le Pen’s hard stances on issues such as immigration and nationalism
created both immense support and immense uproar. In fact, Nona Mayer and Pascal Perrineau
even coined the phrase lepénisme (“Le Pen-ism”) to describe the ideas promoted by Le Pen. In
the late 1990s, polls found that a majority of the French public supported at least some of the
National Front’s political agenda, such as confronting issues of unemployment and violence,
lowering the number of foreign workers in the country, and focusing less on racist rhetoric.191
According to Le Pen, the country had lost its way with the decline of religion (Catholicism,
specifically) and the promotion of changing family structures (such as encouraging women to
work outside the home and not have children).192
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Since the party’s victory in 1984, National Front membership has steadily increased, and
the party now can count on the far north and far south of the country as important footholds for
electoral victory.193 According to Edward G. Declair, the party has withstood the test of time for
two main reasons. First, historically, the French far-right has been plagued with a wide range of
ideologies to which it subscribes; Le Pen was able to consolidate all of it into the one philosophy
of lepénisme. This philosophy was one of the first times that a party was able to meld all the farright views together into a strong and cohesive philosophy. Second, Le Pen’s charismatic energy
was able to bring together the many different political characters of the French far-right, from
student militants to Catholic fundamentalists to disillusioned war veterans. The ability for Le Pen
to combine the power of these many different leaders led to a voting base and party leadership
that subscribed to the philosophy of lepénisme.194 Moreover, as Cas Mudde points out, strong
leaders such as Le Pen will generally profit from systems that choose political positions by
popular vote, such as in France.195
Despite his popularity, Le Pen never had a very concrete base. In fact, in a study
conducted after he ran in the 1988 presidential election, researchers found that those who voted
for Le Pen did so as a protest vote and that the majority of Le Pen voters “come and go.”196
Before 2002, voters associated the National Front almost exclusively with Jean-Marie Le Pen.
Essentially, any vote for the party was a vote for him, no matter the election.197 In fact, during
the 2002 presidential election, the National Front gained more name recognition, and Jean-Marie
advanced to the second round of that year’s election. Though he lost the election by a long shot,
when the 2007 presidential elections rolled around, the French electorate promised to “never
again” let such extremist views and an extremist candidate get so close to reaching the
presidency. Due to the media-instilled fear of a Le Pen presidency, it was predicted that voters
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would turn to the far-left Socialist candidate in 2007. However, as Aurelien Mondon points out,
2007 center-right candidate Nicolas Sarkozy “accepted the idea of appealing to Le Pen’s
electorate” and tried to garner support from voters from the center all the way to the extreme
right.198 This created a divide between “never again” voters on the left and right-wing voters that
were drawn in by Sarkozy’s messages and efforts to court Le Pen supporters. Although French
politics became more firmly polarized between the left and right, the presidential election of
2007 marked a shift away from the extreme right as center-right Sarkozy won by a landslide.199
Jean-Marie Le Pen led the National Front to many electoral victories, but not without
controversy.200 After making public anti-Semitic comments and being convicted of contesting
crimes against humanity, he stepped down from party leadership in 2011.201 Because, as Daniel
Stockemer points out, Jean-Marie Le Pen “designed the party on the model of a family
business,” his daughter Marine Le Pen was able to easily win the votes in 2011 to take over party
leadership. 202 Capitalizing on the so-called “Le Pen brand,” Marine has transformed the
National Front from a small party to a new party that poses a real possibility to change the
French political sphere.203
Marine Le Pen Transforms the Party
Although Marine Le Pen has only led the party for eight years, she has managed to grow
the National Front’s profile immensely. Le Pen herself has run for president twice—once in 2012
and once in 2017—losing both times.204 She has not been afraid to directly confront fellow
candidates; a 2012 study of Le Pen’s online discourse during that year’s presidential election
found that she was extremely critical of all the candidates, but most notably of the center-left and
center-right candidates, François Hollande and Nicolas Sarkozy, respectively.205 Despite these
losses, she won more votes than predicted in both elections, and, after rebranding the party to the
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National Rally in 2018, the party won more votes in the 2019 European Parliamentary election
than any other French party, including that of President Macron.206
Since 2011, Le Pen has vehemently denounced her father’s casual anti-Semitism and has
sought to shed the racist image attached to her party through a “de-demonization” of the party.207
It seems to be working. Scholars agree that Marine has made the Le Pen name and the National
Front party message more palatable for French voters since her father stepped down from power,
despite the fact that she has changed very few party policies.208 Michel Marian points out that
because Marine was groomed to take over the party—he even calls her a “clone” of her father—
she still felt loyal to Jean-Marie and his original goals.209 The difference, however, is that Marine
is not demonized in the same way that her father was. She is seen as more polished and more
credible, and therefore is able to attract more voters than Jean-Marie, even though she continues
to promote much of her father’s original political strategy. For example, Marine has retained
many of his core principles, such as “conspiracy theories…fear of mixing [between French
citizens and foreigners, and] anti-Communism,” but in a way that Marian calls “watered-down”
or diminished in importance to the overall party message.210 Michelle Hale Williams explains
that Marine “represents a continuation of the style and strategy that brought her father’s FN
[Front National] to a culmination point in 2002.” The only difference is that “she appears to be
doing it all in a way that is both qualitatively and quantitatively better than he did.”211
Though Le Pen retains some of her father’s initial political views, she has also introduced
new topics such as laïcité and the invocation of feminist ideas (in contrast to her father’s frequent
misogynistic remarks). She has also downplayed some of her father’s important talking points,
such as the importance of Christian values and rallying against marriage equality.212 Rather,
Williams notes, Marine has focused her main goals on economics and security, “portray[ing] an
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apocalyptic scenario for criminality and violence in neighborhoods.” Additionally, Le Pen has
increasingly become focused on an even broader law and order policy.213 Michel Eltchaninoff
explains Le Pen’s overall message about the increasing danger in French society:
According to her [Marine Le Pen], we, in our developed and relatively prosperous
countries, live under a hitherto unknown form of totalitarianism, in which a power
invisible as it is absolute has been taking hold over several decades. Through a
duplicitous media, the hegemony of advertising and marketing, the tyranny of
consumption, Internet surveillance and a standardized political discourse, the French, she
claims, have been transformed into brainless consumers.214
Through this message, Marine advocates for a reconstruction of the country and of the people,
urging citizens to take their country back from the hands of these corrupt forces.
Marine Le Pen has not only changed the priorities of the party, but she has also changed
the communication strategies through which these issues are presented as a campaign to attract
more votes. For example, although Le Pen focuses more on security and economics, Alduy and
Wahnich point out that she uses these themes to include thinly veiled racism as central to her
platform.215 Though she rejects the overt biological racism of her father’s party, she now
“transfer[s] the racial and the genetic into the cultural—and even ethical and political—
domain,”216 which is especially notable in her condemnation of so-called “mass migration” to
France and her crusade against the “Islamisation of France,” both of which she links to increased
security and economic risks.217 She also connects anti-immigration sentiments to “main concerns
of large part [sic] of the French public, such as wages, purchasing power and social and public
security.”218 Thus, the anti-immigration policies are presented as solutions for a host of public
French problems. In general, rather than focusing explicitly on issues of identity, the new party
under Marine Le Pen leadership weaves these concerns throughout many other talking points,
which creates more palatable policy programs for French voters.
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The other major change that Le Pen has made in her communicative style is her
invocation of gender. Marine Le Pen is not a feminist by any means; in fact, Dorit Geva points
out that populism and the far right rely on gendered hegemony and concretization of masculinity
and femininity. However, Le Pen does often invoke gendered or feminist talking points to make
herself and her party platform seem more progressive than they really are. For example, Le Pen
genders the virtues that she embodies as feminine, such as “carrying the history of France…in
her very being.”219 She also portrays herself as matriarchal, taking care of the future of France
and of the party. In this case, she makes use of her identity as a woman to position herself as the
ultimate leader and savior of the party and political cause. By portraying herself as a modern
woman—“a woman, a mother, and a lawyer”—Le Pen has created a political persona that is antielitist and relies upon her femininity to gain support and make the party that she leads more
appealing to women.220 Although the invocation of femininity and motherhood could be read as
a break with traditional tropes of masculine political personae, Katie L. Gibson and Amy L.
Heyse point out that sometimes seemingly feminist candidates who rely on traditional feminine
scripts such as motherhood can reinforce traditional gender roles. In their analysis of Sarah
Palin’s speech at the 2008 Republican National Convention, Gibson and Heyse found that,
despite media hailing Palin as a feminist, her rhetoric actually undermined her own position as a
mother and a woman through “degradation of the feminine,” which led to “the devaluation of
feminist values and the undermining of women’s voices writ large.”221 The authors point out that
this trend is more likely to occur in conservative party politics.222 Thus, despite Le Pen’s
invocation of her womanhood and motherhood as an asset to the party, she may use these scripts
to instead reinforce the hegemonic masculinity that is comfortable at the heart of the
conservative politics of the National Rally.
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While Le Pen does craft a persona that emphasizes her status as a woman, she also takes
on several other roles, many of which are not linked to her womanhood. Dorit Geva’s interviews
with National Front leaders and activists found that Le Pen is viewed in many different ways by
supporters: “as daughter, mother, warrior, maiden, seductress, captain, and commander.”223 As
such, while Le Pen emphasizes her role as a woman and mother, to supporters, she embodies a
more androgynous position, able to take up traditionally masculine roles, such as captain or
commander, as well as traditionally feminine roles such as mother or daughter. This ability to
oscillate between many roles allowed Le Pen to effectively close the “radical right gender gap”
of voters in both 2012 and 2017. Many voters cite her ability to soften the image of the party, as
well as Le Pen herself as a relatable woman and mother as reasons for voting for her.224 This
message reframing has led to a growth in the voter base, notably in young people and women,
both of which were underrepresented groups in Jean-Marie’s National Front.225
In general, Marine’s messages are arguably more populist than those of Jean-Marie, but
they are also more respectable because of the change in rhetoric she uses to deliver those
messages. Although she has introduced new topics and put others on hold, the real difference
propelling electoral success has been the new way of presenting the same issues that were a part
of Jean-Marie’s foundational program for the National Front in 1972.226
The Far-Right’s National Identity
In order to appeal to the national identity of supporters, Marine and Jean-Marie Le Pen
have regularly invoked the idea of “the people” and fighting against the elite.227 In fact, in the
Jean-Marie-led National Front believed that French national identity did not come from the
political realm, such as the country’s Constitution, but in the more abstract concept of a singular
people. With this logic, any outsider was perceived as a threat to national identity, and
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immigration was met with cries of “anti-French racism,” in which the French are not allowed to
preserve their specific distinctiveness due to increasing populations of diverse cultures, religions,
and values.228
Marine Le Pen’s National Front and National Rally does still rely on notions of the
people, but not to the same extent as her father. She positions herself as a representative of all
French citizens “who not only faced unfair foreign competition but are also governed by corrupt
political and social elites.”229 Moreover, by claiming to transcend the left/right political power
dynamic, Le Pen situates her party as the only one that can take on the totalitarianism and elitism
of which she speaks.230 During her most recent presidential campaign in 2017, her campaign
slogan Au nom du people (In the name of the people), reflected this move towards populist
messages. Despite the populist invocation of the people, Le Pen uses notions such as patrie and
patriot or patriotism rather than “nation” to undergird her message of representation.231 As such,
she connects her messages of national identity less to the state and its discontents and more to a
patriotic love of country in order to inspire her brand of reactionary nationalism in her followers.
Le Pen also is quick to dictate who is included in this notion of the people whom she
represents. Especially in her economic arguments, she continuously emphasizes the need to
“renew French generations born to French parents.”232 In her discourse on Frenchness, Le Pen
routinely connects this identity to the biological components of pure French lineage. Using “us
versus them” rhetoric, the ethnic others is framed as unwelcome by “nationals,” “patriots,” or
“the genuine French” that the National Front claims to represent.233 Not only does Le Pen only
represent the “true” people of France, but Daniel Stockemer notes that “those who are ruining the
economy and the social system—foreigners—are not included in the national community and the
system of solidarity that she [Le Pen] aims to create.”234 In other words, national identity in Le
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Pen’s National Front/National Rally positions supporters as true patriots imbued with traditional
past French values and identity to which the party would like to return. This can only be done by
demonizing the other and by positioning Le Pen leadership and National Rally party members as
“outsiders to the political system…[and] and alternative to mainstream politics.”235
Research conducted on Marine’s transformation and de-demonization of the National
Front/National Rally clearly indicates a desire to return to the past and resurrect the French
identity of the past as the contemporary electorate does not feel represented by current French
governmental leadership. Thus, I ask: In an era of competing discourse about nationalism and
globalization, how does the French far-right conceptualize what it means to “be French”? and
How does Marine Le Pen constitute French identity through her discourse? With a general
understanding of the context of France and French national identity, from its founding to today, I
now turn to the analysis of ten speeches given by Marine Le Pen.
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Chapter 3: Analysis

The social and political upheaval in contemporary France has created conditions that
amplify Marine Le Pen’s voice and similar far-right sentiments. As she and her movement
continue to gain political power and solidify public support throughout the country and abroad, it
is imperative to closely examine her rhetoric as she influences French national identity. Through
my rhetorical analysis of ten of Le Pen’s speeches, I argue that Le Pen uses tactics of victimage
and scapegoating to reconceptualize what it means to be French and constitute her followers as
always already French patriots and herself as their leader. As Le Pen scapegoats internal and
external threats to the nation, she also engages in a revolutionary rhetoric that legitimizes and
normalizes a far-right version of Frenchness.
In his 1969 book, A Grammar of Motives, Kenneth Burke explains why tactics of
scapegoating may be invoked:
All scapegoats are purposive, in aiming at self-purification by the unburdening of one’s
sins ritualistically, with the goat as…the chosen vessel of iniquity, whereby one can have
the experience of punishing in an alienated form the evil which one would otherwise be
forced to recognize within.236
In other words, scapegoating allows for the creation of villains (real or imagined) as a sign of
societal sin. In order for society to absolve themselves of guilt related to that sin, the scapegoats
must be cast out rather than society recognizing their own problems.
In the case of the far right in France, Le Pen identified internal and external threats to the
nation and national identity as her scapegoats. Blaming cultural, societal, and economic
problems on these scapegoats and framing the people as helpless victims, Le Pen absolved the
people of any guilt over those current problems; instead, she constituted her followers as always
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already French patriots and herself as the revolutionary leader of patriots. This analysis is
divided into three parts that reflect the three steps of scapegoating, according to Burke.
First, there must be initial identification of the scapegoater with the scapegoat. Though
Le Pen branded herself as a revolutionary, she sought to work within the systems that she
demonized, including the French government and the European Union. Although she made it
clear that she disapproved of current governing bodies, her speeches emphasized her desire to
take over governance of France through the presidency and, in 2019, for her party to wield
significant power in the European Union parliament. The second step of scapegoating is for the
scapegoats to be cast out and divided from the rest of society. This is where Le Pen vilified those
who she deemed elites and globalists, both internally and externally. Specifically, she targeted
leaders like German chancellor Angela Merkel (who she often casts as a globalist), Emmanuel
Macron, and other French political adversaries, as well as institutions such as the European
Union itself. In this step, Le Pen also targeted immigrants, positioning them as clandestine
terrorists who seek to destroy France from the inside. The third step of scapegoating, according
to Burke, involves purification. In France, Le Pen sought to bring the newly purified people
together, which would be accomplished through Le Pen’s revolutionary rhetoric. As she
constituted her followers as always already French patriots, she absolved the people of their
guilt, as long as they continued to play their constituted role of loyal National Front/National
Rally voters.

Initial Identification
In order for the scapegoating system to unfold as Burke explains it, there must be initial
identification with the scapegoats themselves. As Burke puts it, “both the attacker and victim are
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parts of the same system.”237 Le Pen herself is a politician and sought to take over leadership
from the system that she criticizes. Moreover, in 2019, her goal was for her party to have
significant representation in the European Union Parliament. This is especially significant
because Le Pen had been a vocal proponent for France’s exit from the European Union, or
“Frexit,” and subsequently backed away from supporting that policy.238 Thus, although Le Pen
and her party sought to enact major change, their political and societal goals worked within the
system that they condemned.
For example, Le Pen considered French culture to be sacred. Rather than let this culture
disappear, Le Pen called for the preservation of national culture as a right, saying that “France
deserves to be free. It is here, it has a culture, it has a language, it has a history to pursue.”239
This would likely be done through cultural institutions that already existed in France, such as the
Académie Française or through governmental creation of new institutions or foundations. In
other words, if Le Pen wanted French culture to be protected, that had to be accomplished
through the system that Le Pen criticized. Culture was especially important to Le Pen during the
2017 election because if “the French people, modeled by their history, their art, their culture”
work to protect this culture, they would then be able to protect the history that comprises and
inspires much of French national identity.240 This would not be an easy task, she said, as the
French people have been repeatedly challenged to legitimize their fundamental values when
confronted with the possibility of forced uniformity.241
For Le Pen, the European Union was one such institution that sought to force uniformity
on the diverse nations and cultures that comprised Europe. When discussing Europe, Le Pen
often argued that the E.U. would like to see a uniform society and submission of Europeans to a
singular institution. During the 2017 presidential election, she explained that the globalist elites
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wanted to “make the diversity of world cultures old-fashioned.”242 In 2019, she intensified this
discourse, saying that the E.U. “only has a goal of ‘normalization’” in which the E.U. advanced
“‘uniformity’…and the submission of people,” under the guise of what the European Union
referred to as “‘harmonization.’”243 In this case, all European cultures were under attack because
of these attempts at forced uniformity by the E.U. and its efforts to wipe all countries from the
map, creating a form of totalitarianism ruled by the globalizing, post-national, European
Union.244 Rather than completely rejecting the European Union in her speeches, however, Le
Pen called on the E.U. to adopt her plans on multiculturalism throughout the continent, calling
for the institution’s “cardinal value” to be “freedom,” first and foremost, including cultural
freedom.245 Thus, although Le Pen did not want to see a European Union with unchecked power,
she posited that working with the E.U. could help to preserve the European multiculturalism that
she viewed as so important to national identity.
Another way that Le Pen indicated that she could work within the system she critiqued
was her description of the role of the French presidency in 2017. Rather than attempting to
completely change the duties of the president, she offered a fairly traditionalist description of the
role. For example, Le Pen told audiences that it is the role of the president to protect the country,
not act as “an administrator of untamed globalization…[or] a lobbyist of a large bank,” a direct
jab at her opponents in the presidential election.246 Following this trend, Le Pen’s view of the
presidency was one of an empathetic protector: she said that she “hurts every time a French
person hurts,” but refused to see “my people massacred.”247 Le Pen also referred to France as
“my country,” situating herself as the lead caretaker of a country in which she had a real stake
and vowing to end the people’s suffering.248 Promising not to abandon the people, Le Pen
pledged to be “the president that protects you, the president of the French republic, a truly French
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republic…do not be afraid to be French.”249 Most importantly Le Pen saw the job as president to
protect France, the French people, and to put France first. This was especially notable in her
preoccupation with what she perceived to be disappearing French sovereignty—and, by
extension, French freedom—which she vowed to bring back and fiercely protect.250 Although Le
Pen aimed to alter the role of the president by adopting an overtly caregiving function, her goals
for the presidency still fit squarely within what would traditionally be expected of the French
president.
In addition to Le Pen’s goal of attaining the presidency, she also explained that the
National Front/National Rally should take on countrywide leadership. This message was
particularly apparent during her campaign in 2019. For example, Le Pen said it was the party’s
job to steer the country towards good decisions.251 More specifically, she said the party must
continue to warn the French people about the dangers posed by a government that either did not
share her opinion or just ignored the warning signs.252 To Le Pen, “the truth is not objective and
freedom of expression is justly done to permit and protect ideas that could bother [the
system].”253 In other words, the party pledged to protect the right to speak out against a
government that was viewed as corrupt and working against the interests of the French people. In
this way, even if Le Pen did not win the presidency, she and her movement promised to hold the
system accountable, working to call out dishonesty, in hopes of leading the country back to
national prosperity.
For Le Pen, accountability this would be achieved by giving power back to the people,
which, as she reminded listeners, is the goal of a democracy in the first place. In a 2017
campaign speech, she pointed out that the people are the State, “the instrument” through which
the people can enact what they want because “the State is in service to the nation.”254 Le Pen
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promised the “reaffirmation of public authority” and pledged to “give back what belongs to
you.”255 As she told her supporters in 2017, the presidential election would be one of the only
things that gave the French people “control. And control cannot be exercised if you are without a
voice.”256 Thus, despite Le Pen’s authoritarian policy proposals, her message praised democracy
and promised to give all French people a voice. Once power returned to the people, Le Pen
asserted, France would regain the magnificence that Le Pen said it has lost. Pledging to defend
“freedom, equality, brotherhood,” and all other traditional French values, Le Pen set out a vision
for the future of the country as “strategic,” “modern,” and “respected in its decisions” during her
run for president in 2017.257 By using discourse that praised democracy and promised to give
power back to the people, Le Pen asserted her intention to work within contemporary
conceptions of the state and democracy, rather than to introduce a complete overhaul of the
contemporary French system.
One of the main ways that Le Pen worked within the system concerned her legislative
proposals. During her 2017 campaign, she said “there is not and there will never be other laws
and values in France other than French ones.”258 Le Pen thus made it clear that she foresaw a
very specific code of law in a France over which she wanted to preside. One example of French
laws in Le Pen’s France was her proposal to pass laws that would enshrine a love of France in
national legislation. In the speech that launched her 2017 presidential campaign, Le Pen said
“We will inscribe in the Constitution, the defense and the promotion of our historical and cultural
patrimony.”259 She even continued “to reinforce the feeling of belonging and solidarity, we will
institute a national service, civil or military.”260 Rather than passing overtly authoritarian laws,
Le Pen indicated that she intended to work within the system of parliament to pass laws about
the love of France.
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In addition to working within the legislative system, Le Pen also focused on bringing a
love of country to the people in other ways. As she set out her presidential platform in 2017, she
often focused on education, encouraging her audiences to be proud of their culture, and teach
children about it, in order to preserve culture and identity.261 One of her favorite talking points
throughout 2017 and beyond included a call to return more power to teachers to teach their
students “to read, write, count, the knowledge about the history of our country, its values, its
flag, its national anthem.”262 By equating cultural knowledge of France with the ability to read,
write, and count, Le Pen made it clear that an education in French culture is an imperative for
every French child and way to fight against malicious forces that would prefer French culture be
forgotten.
While Le Pen was working to change the status quo, her discourse suggested that she was
still working within the current system. Although she criticized it, Le Pen needed the help of the
European Union to preserve the French culture she holds so dear. Thus, rather than burning
bridges with international leaders, Le Pen called on the E.U. to put more regulatory protections
in place to encourage European multiculturalism. At a national level, Le Pen sought to hold the
title of president of France, which would be accomplished through traditional means of electoral
victory and democracy. Her rhetoric about giving the country back to the people and passing
culturally-specific legislation also indicated that she wanted to continue democratic practices
upon which France’s Constitution was founded. Le Pen’s dependence upon and functioning
within the system thus fulfilled the first criterion of Burke’s scapegoating, as she initially
identified with the system and leaders who she hoped to unseat.

Division and Casting Out
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Although there is initial identification with the scapegoat, the second step of the
scapegoating process involves distancing from the scapegoat as a way to break with that
identification. Burke calls this “a principle of division” and it is accomplished, according to
Brian Ott and Eric Aoki, “through vilification and through a redrawing of boundaries that
excludes the scapegoat.”263 To distance herself from the system, Le Pen focused her efforts on
scapegoating elites, globalists, and immigrants. First, she viewed those in the French
government—especially Emmanuel Macron—and the European Union as elites who have
abandoned the people. Second, she also cast them as globalists, as she rallied against the
perceived negative impacts of globalization on France. Finally, Le Pen used her platform to
demonize immigrants who, according to Le Pen, seek to invade France and hurt the people,
physically, culturally, and socially. Through the vilification of these groups, Le Pen further
separated herself and the people from their perceived evils, painting the people and the nation as
helpless victims of these scapegoats.
Elites
Although Le Pen may be part of the same system as her political opponents, her main
critique was that the system was dominated by elites; that group became her scapegoats. She
advanced this characterization by framing the French government and European Union as callous
and uncaring toward the people. As she pointed to examples of how the elites do not have
France’s best interests at heart, she created a pronounced division between the elites and the
everyday people. This division allowed Le Pen to more easily separate herself from the elites by
billing herself as a representative who understands and cares about the people.
Le Pen framed French politicians and the government as those who no longer believed in
France. Le Pen often talked about them and other elites as intentionally working against French
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interests and wanting the people to suffer, putting the blame for many for French problems on an
uninspired government. In many speeches, Le Pen told her followers that politicians have
betrayed the people and emphasized how they work against the people.264 During the 2017
presidential election, she said that if the government had it their way, French culture would not
exist and that politicians gladly “accept the shameful mission of saying no to France. They do
not acknowledge you [the French people].”265 Specifically, Le Pen charged that Macron’s goal
was to “end 1500 years of French history” and act as if French culture did not exist.266
In her 2017 Paris speech, Le Pen attacked each of her political opponents as elites, saying
that center-right candidate François Fillon wanted “dry bread and water for the poorest and
opulence for the most powerful.”267 She continued on to Emmanuel Macron, characterizing him
as a candidate who only cared about implementing globalist policies and allowing “uncontrolled
immigration” in France.268 Finally, according to Le Pen, left wing Jean-Luc Mélénchon, in
addition to favoring the country being taken over by immigrants, wanted to hand over the reins
of control to extremists.269 More generally, Le Pen said that all politicians—left or right—did not
believe in France: “they are opportunists who consider the word ‘identity’ in the class of swear
words (mostly when it is applied to the French people), that the word ‘people’ would be
unseemly, or that the expression ‘values of civilization’ would be unpronounceable.”270 This
allowed Le Pen to present her political opponents as callous concerning French wellbeing, an
issue that was a cornerstone of Le Pen’s campaign and helped her differentiate herself from her
competition.
Le Pen also characterized politicians as liars, saying in 2019 that “we are used to living
with these small arrangements with the truth” especially with regards to Macron’s presidency.271
Moreover, Macron was described as belonging to “a very selective caste” with “few places” for
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others to join.272 By drawing attention to Macron’s perceived elitism, Le Pen further separated
him and his government from everyday people and their needs. She demonstrated this through
her invocation of the Gilets Jaunes protestors, who, as noted in the preceding chapter, took to the
streets in massive protests against Macron’s government. During the 2019 European Union
election, Le Pen said that the left hired “professional rioters” to join the movement as a way for
the government to more easily discredit the protests.273 Through both general and specific
descriptions of elitist French politicians, Le Pen attempted to show that elites do not care about
the people and would rather look out for their own self-interests than those of the people.
Not only did Le Pen point to how French politicians betrayed the people, but she also
explained the negative impacts that this betrayal and elitism had on the nation. This was most
notable in what Le Pen characterized as a lack of French patriotism and solidarity. Because of
the so-called “Franco-skepticism” of the elites, French patriotism was “thrown to the dungeons”
and the elites left France with “the absence of national ambition.”274 According to Le Pen, chaos
followed, as politicians worked to undermine national solidarity, and Macron wanted to “make
the French people disappear…a project that confirms the exit of France from history.”275 The
government’s passivity toward French national identity and its active efforts against the people
had, “under the guise of progress and prosperity, expanded misery and despair everywhere
and…never defended our national identity and our country.”276 Because elected leaders were the
perceived cause of France’s current lack of national solidarity, it became easier for Le Pen to
further distance herself from the government despite her attempts to take it over through electoral
success.
While Le Pen focused much of her discourse on demonizing the elitism of the French
political system specifically, she also gave some attention to the elites of the European Union. In
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contrast to how she talked about the French government, Le Pen painted the European Union as
a controlling “monster” that had stolen France’s power and sovereignty.277 For example, Le Pen
reminded audiences that “The collapse of our values of civilization…the end of indivisibility, of
sovereignty, and equality in the French nation” was an inevitability with the European Union’s
power over the country.278 In her speech announcing her candidacy for president, Le Pen said
that the E.U. was “disconnected from the aspirations of the people” and, two years later, that the
power of the European Union represented “a danger for [citizens’] freedoms.”279 Moreover,
because of this external force, “we are living in an inversion of values,” an inversion that “wants
to replace freedom of expression with censure.”280
While Le Pen showed how the European Union seemed to have a negative impact on
French values and culture, the biggest concern about the E.U., according to Le Pen, was that the
institution’s control negatively impacted France’s fundamental freedoms. Because France must
report to the E.U. and follow many of its laws, the far right saw this as an assault on French
sovereignty. In her 2017 speech in Paris, Le Pen said that the French people had been “unjustly
deprived, deprived of our choices, our sovereignty having been transferred to others.”281 In this
case, she blamed the European Union in Brussels, Belgium and the European Bank in Frankfurt,
Germany for stealing their sovereignty. Moreover, Le Pen pointed out that the French are ruled
by a European Constitution that they did not even approve.282 Later in the speech, she
specifically said that France is no longer sovereign because the country must obey the E.U.283
This was not just a theme during the 2017 presidential elections; in 2019 when promoting the
National Rally for the European elections, Le Pen again painted the European Union as stealing
sovereignty and other parts of French identity.284
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With remarks like this, Le Pen effectively depicted the French people as helpless victims
of an evil European Union that was guided by its own interests rather than what is best for each
individual country over which it rules. This was further solidified as Le Pen used metaphors of
monstrosity to describe the European Union. In her 2017 speech in Paris, Le Pen described the
institution as a “bureaucratic and ultraliberal monster.”285 Two years later during the campaign
for the European elections, Le Pen reminded the audience of the tale that European leaders told
when the E.U. was first forming: “The European Union was first built as a nicely orchestrated
tale…”286 This then took a morbid turn for Le Pen: “Stop! The Europeanist tale is played out. We
are at the end of the story and we are discovering that under the cape of the kind knight hides, in
reality, an ogre who aches to devour the sleeping princess.”287
This discourse surrounding the European Union framed the French people as innocent
victims of this institution’s power and susceptible to its powerful rhetoric. This trickery allowed
the E.U. to swoop in and steal the last remaining bits of sovereignty that France had, which led to
a decrease in freedom for the French people. By literally describing the E.U. as a monster and an
ogre, Le Pen effectively showed how the European Union does not serve French patriotic
interests, but rather, that it actively attempted to take away French national identity afforded
through state sovereignty. In this way, she scapegoated the European Union as an institution that
worked against the best interests of the people.
Although Le Pen used different tactics to scapegoat the French government and the
European Union, the overarching message is the same: these groups are comprised of elites who
do not care about the needs or problems of the people. By demonizing these groups as
unsympathetic to the plight of the people or the necessities to the health of the nation, Le Pen
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successfully created a larger division between leadership (the guilty) and the people (the
victims). This is especially reflected in her characterization of elites as globalists.
Globalists
Marine Le Pen has consistently viewed globalization in a negative light, and it was a
popular topic in her discourse. Globalization was described in terms of how it negatively
impacted countries and populations. Similar to Le Pen’s critiques of elites, she argued that
globalization did not take the interests of the French people into account, and the increasing
characterization of nations as markets and people as either producers or consumers can only hurt
the French people and French national identity. Globalization and globalists, such as Emmanuel
Macron, therefore, seek to erase French identity in favor of the economic.288 In this sense,
globalists work to homogenize the European population, expecting France to assimilate to a
globalist vision of values and identity.
While Le Pen does differentiate between the impacts of economic and cultural
globalization, she brings them both together under the umbrella term “untamed globalization.” In
her discourse, Le Pen demonstrated how both iterations of untamed globalization caused
problems for France and how those problems were perpetrated by the system. First, for Le Pen,
economic globalization is connected to the increasing privatization of the economic sphere. She
described how this type of globalization “organize[d] the world like a large worldwide
supermarket” with the people “destined to be only consumers or producers.”289 In other words,
Le Pen said, untamed globalization represented the “commodification of the world” and “ultracapitalism without borders.”290 This characterization allowed her to link economic woes to a
greedy government that cares more about ties to private, globalized companies than serving the
interests of its people.
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To Le Pen, the elites have created a France that must “submit to market logics” of
globalization.291 These leaders have chosen deregulated, untamed globalization against the will
of the people, encouraged by the European Union’s view of Europe as a market.292 Casting this
system as “an experiment” in “sans frontièrisme” (without border-ism), Le Pen pointed out that
countries that have fully embraced globalization are suffering as a result.293 She called
Switzerland “a country totally inserted in global exchanges” and argued that its economic
problems have arisen because of the difficulty in protecting its agriculture from globalizing
policies.294 Through her discourse on the economic aspect of untamed globalization, Le Pen
emphasized specific policies that she believed to be a demonstration of elites’ apathy toward the
good of the people.
Because the system is more concerned with money and markets than the country, the
people and culture have been negatively affected, according to Le Pen’s discourse. Le Pen
pointed to the relocations of workers and how this shows no concern or care for workers in a
globalized system.295 According to Le Pen untamed globalization created a “worldwide
Monopoly” with the people as pawns and led to a dehumanized society, which began to work
against national solidarity.296 As globalization continues to wage war on France, Le Pen told her
audiences that the social system and the French people’s way of life will collapse under the
system.297 Ravaging from the interior—especially as it caused French villages and cities to lose
local jobs—economic globalization caused France and Europe to see more external effects.298 Le
Pen painted a picture of France as weak, unable to keep pace in the global economic competition
and surpassed by globalizing China and the United States.299 Even worse than the economic
issues was the effect globalization has on the nation: “Countries are no longer nations, united by
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momentum of the heart, but are markets, places where commodification of everything…is
feasible, possible, administrated, and even organized.”300
In this case, Le Pen distinguished herself and her party from the scapegoats by explaining
that nationalism should outweigh the capitalism of current leaders. This proposal would radically
change the way France operates. Consequently, it pits Le Pen against leaders in French
government and the European Union. In fact, throughout both the 2017 and 2019 elections, Le
Pen repeatedly framed the fight as globalists versus nationalists.301 The National Front/National
Rally represented the nationalists, acting only in the best interest of the country, while Macron
and his government represented the globalists, beholden to globalization interests and only
interested in turning France into a giant market.302
Le Pen often connected the economic and cultural effects of untamed globalization by
explaining how financial problems would negatively impact the nation and the people. For Le
Pen, this type of globalization is connected to issues of security and culture and its deregulation
can be blamed on many different policies and institutions. According to Le Pen, the system
“enslaves” people to “the law of the jungle, to the dictatorship of financial markets, to the reign
of money.”303 This “industrial carnage” leaves France and the French people “bereft of our
laws…bereft of our territory…bereft of our rights…bereft of our memory, and finally bereft of
our hope.”304 These problems were often also blamed on what she viewed as lax immigration
policies. As she explained it, “immigration is intimately bound to untamed globalization.”305
Characterizing globalization as deregulated and with no constraints allowed Le Pen to present
apocalyptic scenarios that may occur should globalization continue to take over France.306 As
such, the cultural side of untamed globalization not only literally targets borders, but it also seeks
to split the French people, which undergirds the entirety of French national identity, according to
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Le Pen.307 This is partially because this type of globalization relies on “a subjugation [of the
people], first of all mental, that operates through disaffiliation, by isolation, by the dissolution of
traditional ties.”308
In addition to showing how the elites of the French government and European Union seek
to turn the people into slaves of capitalism, Le Pen also made a powerful argument about cultural
globalization’s effect on the notion of the nation itself. Le Pen targeted Macron and other leftists,
saying that they believe “the nation is an outdated concept,” and that they defend a “postnational” vision in which France’s flag, culture, and history are no longer important.309 As such,
the so-called “globalizers” seek to advance “a miserable and sad post-national vision” as they
continue to be on the side of globalization, rather than on the side of the French people who aim
to preserve their country. She argued that globalists view the nation as a barrier to enacting a
globalist worldview, seen by elites as merely a place for people to “‘live together,’” giving little
importance to the role and importance a nation plays in creating a cohesive people and national
solidarity and identity.310 Exasperated by globalization in 2017, Le Pen exclaimed: “everything
scrapped, melt[ed] in the grand magma of untamed globalization,” essentially arguing that
globalization swallowed everything up, including French identity.311 Globalization also relies on
“the negation of values on which France is constructed,” leading to a weakening of the nation’s
morale.312 As globalization “erase[s] nations” it also therefore “puts our civilization in
danger.”313 In addition to targeting the nation, Le Pen argues that untamed globalization “also
attacks our Republic by questioning its indivisibility.”314
Through this characterization of globalists and the nation, Le Pen continued to cast out
the scapegoats while simultaneously justifying her divisive rhetoric as in the best interest of the
nation’s future. As such, Le Pen and her followers viewed untamed globalization as a force that
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sought to force France to submit and give up, to make the people feel lost and like outcasts in
their own country.315 In short, globalization sought to break down a nation’s national solidarity
and way of life as a way for elite systems and institutions, such as the European Union, to gain
power. Le Pen explained that some of the traditional French values were being altered, as
“globalists have enshrined greed as a virtue” in France, and Germany had taken over France’s
power as a global leader.316
In order to take back power from globalists—and, by extension, reclaim power for
France— it was necessary to cast them out from society through a divisive and scapegoating
rhetoric upon which Le Pen relied. Although she employed divisive discourse, she framed it as
acting in the best interests of the people while also depicting herself on the side of the people
rather than the elites and globalists. Thus, by portraying the French government and European
Union as made up of elites who are apathetic to France’s history and culture, it became easier for
them to be scapegoated as the cause of France’s economic, social, and cultural woes. Moreover,
by linking these elites to what Le Pen sees as the great un-equalizer of globalization, she showed
that these groups deserve to be demonized as they seek to erase the nation as a barrier to their
true interests. In addition to her intense focus on globalization, Le Pen also targeted immigrants
and what she views as lax immigration policy as scapegoats for France’s problems.
Immigrants and Immigration
Before delving into Le Pen’s views on the negatives of immigration, I want to note that
Le Pen does not view globalization and immigration as separate phenomena. Though distinct
topics, Le Pen’s discourse consistently links globalization and immigration, as she argues that
increasing globalization has also led to an increase in state-sanctioned migration to France. In her
2017 speech announcing her candidacy for president, Le Pen divided globalization into two
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categories: low and high. Low globalization results in mass immigration, which negatively
impacts the social aspects of France, while high globalization concerns the economy, reducing
France to a market.317 These notions do not exist independent of one another—Le Pen explicitly
linked increased economic globalization to increasing immigration.318 For example, Le Pen said
that this “dogma” of globalization and its deregulation meant that France no longer has borders
or protection, leading to “unfair international competition, mass immigration, and the circulation
of terrorists.”319
Although she typically did not use this typology to describe globalization in other
speeches, Le Pen did still link globalization and immigration. In her discourse, globalization is
often framed in terms of economics, as Le Pen argued that it puts the people at a disadvantage
and hurts them economically. The neoliberalism of globalization allowed immigration en masse
to follow, according to Le Pen. An influx of migrants not only poses a serious risk to the culture
and identity and French people, as she continued to demonize other cultures and ways of life, but
also a physical security threat, as Le Pen consistently linked immigration to heightened threats of
terrorism within France.320
Le Pen’s connection between immigration and globalization allowed her to blame what
she viewed as problems caused by increased immigration on the elites of the French government
and European Union. Essentially, because elites were also viewed as globalists, they tacitly
endorsed “untamed” immigration that Le Pen saw as going hand-in-hand with globalization. For
example, the European Schengen agreement, which allows for free movement within Europe,
“erases our physical borders,” and political parties have caused those borders that do still exist to
become even weaker.321 Le Pen also put the blame on the European Union, saying that it “has
destroyed our interior borders, all while leaving the large exterior ones open.”322 In other words,
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for Le Pen, the elites were responsible not only for the economic hardships caused by
globalization, but also for the cultural and social harms that arise from what Le Pen viewed as
unfettered immigration.
One of the main threats of immigration, according to Le Pen was that potential for
increased multiculturalism that is brought to France by migrants. One of her favorite lines, both
before and during the 2017 presidential election, was “A multicultural society is a multiconflictual society.”323 As immigrants continued to pour into France, Le Pen viewed the
multitude of cultures they brought with them as a danger to traditional French culture.324 In her
2015 speech in Corsica, Le Pen explained that multiculturalism would “ruin our identity,” by
trying to “replace our customs, our way of life, our traditions, our local identities.”325 In fact, Le
Pen continued, the only diversity in France should be small differences between the various
regions throughout the country.326 Because strangers were entering the country with no regard or
respect for the French way of life, Le Pen rallied against this “otherworldliness.”327 As a
solution, Le Pen proposed assimilation, which she said “is not the rejection of the other, the
stranger…Assimilation reinforces and welds the national community by being firm on the
reception conditions for those who want to live on our land.”328 Moreover, she reminded the
audience that assimilation is not “a rejection of the other,” but something that “reinforces…the
national community.”329
In her discourse on immigration, Le Pen never explicitly said that she is against all
immigration or even all Muslims, but she did make it clear that she and her supporters only
welcome people to the country who want to live in France and abide by the cultural customs that
have already been established. In other words, she would welcome outsiders only if they were
willing to accept conditions of French national identity. She reminded her audience that not all
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immigrants are bad people and that those who “live in France, with dignity, who work
here…have nothing to fear from my presidency.”330
Le Pen reinforced French culture as something very specific: something to be protected
from any other cultures that threaten to dilute it. Le Pen thus simultaneously advocated
multiculturalism throughout Europe and a homogenous culture throughout France, creating a
“right” and “wrong” type of multiculturalism. European multiculturalism, which allowed for the
flourishing of diverse national cultures, was seen as a positive for the continent. Meanwhile,
multiculturalism within France—specifically, the multiculturalism brought from to the country
by immigrants, many of whom are not European—threatened the French way of life and
constituted an existential threat to French values, identity, and solidarity.331 As such, Le Pen
believed that the population of a country with a strong national identity should be culturally
homogenous, with outsiders willing to assimilate into the dominant culture.
In early theories of nation-building, theorists viewed the strongest nations as socially,
culturally, and politically homogenous, arguing that greater homogeneity produced increased
national solidarity and fostered a uniform identity for a nation’s people. Benedict Anderson’s
notion of “deep horizontal comradeship” as integral to nation-building reflects this view.332 In
this case, the nation’s homogenous population is linked by shared historical and cultural myths,
as they are invited to imagine a singular community to which they belong.333 While Homi
Bhahba has pointed out that this is an idealistic and unrealistic conceptualization of the nation,
this has not stopped nationalistic discourse from promoting the ideal of a homogenous nation.334
As M. Mosheer Amer explains, “there is often a nationalist tendency to assert, or overemphasize, national sameness and homogeneity while largely ignoring or downplaying intranational economic, social, and ideological differences among the members of the ingroup.”335 Le
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Pen’s fearmongering about disappearing culture reflected these trends in nationalistic discourse.
Because she posited that French culture and identity are disappearing in large part because of
increasing immigration, immigrants directly threatened France as a homogenous nation. For Le
Pen and other nationalists, not only does homogeneity preserve the traditional culture and history
of the people—by preserving the culture’s social, historical, and cultural myths, for example—
but it also ensures that the other does not take over the people. Homogeneity of culture, customs,
and language is thus seen as a safeguard for the people, while rejection of the other and culture
of migrants is viewed as a protective act.
Le Pen’s discourse, while demonizing the European Union and globalists, also
demonized the non-European immigrants who come to France and refuse to assimilate,
criticizing a group of people for preserving their own culture. As such, Le Pen valorized the
differences that exist between European cultures only while promoting xenophobic sentiments
and internal cultural homogenization. Through this rhetoric on the so-called evils of
multiculturalism, Le Pen made an argument against mass immigration and asserted that the
French people are victims of globalizing elites who would like to see France’s culture diluted by
allowing many immigrants to come into the country.
Not only are migrants existential threats to the country’s culture as migrants bring their
own customs to France, but they are also considered physical threats as Le Pen focused
extensively on the figure of the Muslim terrorist who seeks to destroy France from the inside.
This is only augmented by the weakening of borders, which leads to “cultural dilution” of
France, according to Le Pen.336
In this section, I focus primarily on Le Pen’s invocation of the figure of the Muslim
terrorist as a threat to the nation. Although Le Pen made general comments about migrants and
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immigration, she focused much of her time on the threatening link between immigration and
terrorism specifically. Moreover, her Islamophobic discourse not only created a fear of Muslims,
but also of all immigrants. Le Pen instilled this fear by framing terrorists as sneaking
clandestinely into the country in order to attack the French people, culture, and identity. As such,
in order to understand how Le Pen scapegoats all immigrants as threats to the people, it is
important to closely examine how Le Pen framed the biggest threat to the nation, in the form of
the Muslim terrorist. To do this, Le Pen portrayed the Muslim terrorist in two ways. First, she
argued that the Muslim terrorist does not belong to any nation and therefore specifically targets
France to implement a terrorist government. Second, she framed Islam as a poison for French
national identity and society. The increase of this migration, through which anyone could be
terrorist, threatened the national solidarity, national identity, and patriotism that Le Pen and her
movement worked so hard to cultivate.
First, Marine Le Pen consistently and explicitly connected immigration to a heightened
risk of terrorism, especially during her 2017 presidential campaign.337 She often drew
connections between France’s so-called “weak” borders and terrorism. These open borders act as
a “lure” as “the doors of our home” remain open to undesirable immigrants.338 Throughout her
speeches, Le Pen used the metaphor of a house to explain how perceived open borders hurt the
people. During her 2017 presidential campaign, she told attendees that other candidates wanted
to “open the door of the French house to mafias, terrorists” who seek to do harm to France.339 In
a later speech on the campaign trail, she extended this metaphor concerning national borders:
It’s probably the same as those who invest in three-point locks. Our detractors tell us that,
in wanting to recover our borders, we are going to…close the country in on itself, but
what poppycock! That’s nothing, like for your house, a door does not lock you inside, it
opens if you want to enter or leave. It opens if you want to let your guests enter or permit
them to leave…You always have the possibility to close it and even to lock it if it is about
protecting you from thieves or squatters.340
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In the same way that the people expect protection in their own homes, Le Pen expected the same
protection for the country’s borders, giving the power to inhabitants to decide who can enter and
leave their country. The immigration policy that Le Pen was so strictly against was consistently
framed as a complete opening of borders with immigrants flooding into the house of France.
With Le Pen in power, she promised to no longer let this continue, and to “put the doors and
windows back on the house of France,” while also giving the people “the keys of your country to
you, the French people.”341
As globalizing policies unlocked the doors of France, Le Pen explained how this
perceived lack of security led to many safety problems. Overall, for Le Pen, this type of
globalization resulted in “uncontrolled immigration,” which directly connected to “the
establishment of fundamental Islam” in the country.342 In fact, Le Pen occasionally preferred the
term “Jihadist” globalization to “untamed” globalization.343 As these lax rules became the norm,
she charged, “dangerous or malicious individuals” were permitted to enter the country freely.344
As she pointed to globalization as a major way that Islamic terrorists “infiltrated” the
country, in 2015 she also explained why France was the target for terrorism in the first place:
“these barbarians are not soldiers of a hostile nation or an enemy people. These combatants do
not exhibit a national flag.”345 Rather, she continued, “they come to destroy and annihilate
everything that we are and everything that they hate: our freedom, our way of life, our culture,
our secularism.”346 In a later speech in 2017, Le Pen described terrorists as “soldiers of hate,”
rather than soldiers that represent a country, sent to “strike the heart of our country.”347 In this
sense, Le Pen quickly pointed out that extremist terrorists do not fight for a country, marking
them as a group without a national identity and saying “terror is their doctrine, Sharia law is their
constitution.”348 By portraying Muslim terrorists as lacking allegiance to a country, Le Pen cast
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them in direct opposition to French society and national identity for whom national belonging is
a cornerstone.
In her speeches, Le Pen told her supporters that Muslim terrorists not only attack France
because they are opposed to everything the country stands for, but also because they want to
implement a new way of life. They see France as the perfect place to establish rule because they
do not have their own country in which to do so. These terrorists want to erase what France is
and represents now. Le Pen said that the goal is to “dissolve France from the interior,” and ruin
the freedom that France has, along with French national identity.349 In this way, Islamic terrorists
want to manipulate France and take over power from them.350 As she pointed out in 2017, “Each
day there are hundreds of additional strangers that enter [France]…to live in our country with the
intention to live as in their own country.”351 With no regard for French culture and no intention
to learn, these immigrants want to keep their own way of life and take over cultural control of
France, according to Le Pen. Because the Muslim terrorist seeks to transform French identity
into their own view of what a country should be, it was easy for Le Pen to dismiss these nonnationals as “barbarians” and “monsters” who want to take over a country simply because of hate
and jealousy of France’s values and national solidarity.352 Framing them in this way created
conditions for easy scapegoating of all immigrants, by extension.
To further the fear of immigrants, Le Pen often talked about what a terrorist takeover
vision of France looks like. The major component of this new France under terrorism that Le Pen
invoked the most often in 2017 and 2018 was the fact that Sharia law would be implemented.353
Not only would this new form of governance threaten the leadership and authority that
constitutes much of French identity, but it would also threaten the French people physically and
psychologically. Le Pen painted a picture of a “shadow army who would like to teach us to live
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in fear,” and to “replace our democratic order with their totalitarian order.”354 This new order
would “condemn all the pleasures of life” and replace French equality between men and women
with the practice of women as subservient to her father or husband.355 In other words,
immigration represented “oppression” of the French people and French way of life to Le Pen.356
In order to achieve this vision of France controlled by Islamic terrorists, Le Pen explained
how the takeover would enact this vision in her first campaign speech of 2017. She made it clear
that the fight against terrorists is an “ideological combat,” of which terrorism is a tool.357 This
ideology would be imposed through killings, massacres, and barbarianism, according to Le Pen,
supporting her argument that immigrants are both ideological and physical threats. She went on
to explain that, because terrorism is the result of globalization, Muslim terrorists are able to
infiltrate the country through a false invocation of the freedom “to set up their totalitarianism.
It’s the freedom of a fox in the henhouse.”358 In other words, Le Pen argued, immigration policy
allowed terrorists the freedom to easily enter the country and set up systems to support their
beliefs. Another way that these Muslims are able to infiltrate the country is by crying
Islamophobia. Le Pen pointed out that these groups often invoke Islamophobia in order to obtain
sympathy from groups that will then unwittingly help them put their plans in place to take over
France.359 Through these steps, Le Pen argues, Muslim terrorists can clandestinely arrive in
France in order to put their vision of the country in place because they do not have their own
country in which they can implement it. Through her distrust of immigrants Le Pen explained
how migrants should be considered especially suspect because they lack allegiance to a nation
and work towards an aggressive takeover of France, physically, and culturally. By constructing
immigrants as other, Le Pen was able to effectively scapegoat a group that she viewed as a threat
to the nation.
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Second, Le Pen urged that as terrorism becomes more common throughout France, it will
begin to slowly poison French society. “This terrible poison of Islamic terrorism,” she said
during her presidential campaign, “ruins our capacity to look at the future with hope.”360 Because
of France’s conception of its national identity as one of a national soul and character, the
metaphor of poison is especially moving for supporters. If France is conceptualized to be a
singular soul, a piece of which is found in each French person, then a poison that is unwittingly
fed to that soul will quickly destroy it internally. These were the threats against which Le Pen
spoke when talking about the dangers of globalization and open borders, as she believed that
more Muslim terrorists will unwittingly sneak into the country and will be able to overpower
France from the inside. Le Pen also told supporters about the different ways that this poison will
negatively impact French values and what the real-world consequences of this poison will be on
French society.
First, she spoke at length about French values and how Islamic terrorism actively works
to deconstruct them. This attack would not only be waged on the nation, but also on the republic
and what it stands for.361 Inspired by the French flag and guiding values of liberté, egalité and
fraternité (freedom, equality, and brotherhood), Le Pen argued that Muslim terrorists aim to
undermine these building blocks of French identity. In addition these basics, Le Pen also listed
the “thirst for liberty,” “ingenuity,” “inventiveness,” and “creativity” as other French values that
the terrorists seek to attack.362 According to Le Pen, Muslim terrorists seek to destroy these
values, which are “what makes France France.”363 This destruction of values would then force
the French to live in a state of an “inversion of values,” in which every new custom and law
implemented by Islamic terrorists fundamentally opposes French values and society.364 As
terrorist ideology slowly takes over, Le Pen told listeners that the French people will feel like
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foreigners or strangers in their own country, repeating this point in both 2017 and 2019.365
Overall, this feeling will lead to “the questioning of our identity as a people.”366 These changes
are then reflected in a host of actions. In Le Pen’s speech launching her 2017 presidential bid,
she explained that once the rule of Islamic terrorists is established in France, they will make
many changes, including not allowing “social mixing [mixing between men and women] in
public places,” permitting “the full veil” in public, creating “prayer rooms in business, prayers in
the streets, cathedral mosques,” and “the submission of women, forbidden from wearing skirts,
working, or [going to] the bistro.”367
After Le Pen laid out what the poisoning of France seeks to undo in terms of national
values, she then painted a horrific picture of the future once this destruction and reversal of
values has taken place. Although Le Pen focused extensively on the threat of terrorism as a result
of increasing immigration, she also believed that lax border policies can lead to other problems,
such as gun and drug trafficking. She pointed to so-called “chronic insecurity” as the future daily
reality for everyone in France.368 According to Le Pen, this insecurity was the cause of
heightened violence in the “hell of the banlieues,” suburbs of large cities that are often
comprised of low-income housing projects and occupied by immigrants.369 A banlieue is also
often viewed as extremely dangerous and filled with violence. Through her discourse, Le Pen
implied that all of France would experience the terror of living in the banlieue, a lifestyle
formerly relegated to immigrants and the poor. However, under the terror of drug and gun
traffickers, as well as Muslim terrorists, these the country will become a shell of what it once
was, causing danger for all the inhabitants.370 In a 2017 speech, she even said that terrorists
“dream about how to teach [children] how to” blow people up with bombs.371 As the danger and
crime in France will continue to get worse, unable to be fixed because of the lack of national
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solidarity and the undermining of French national values, Le Pen told her audience that this will
be become the norm. In fact, the government and society will ask the French people to “get used
to living with this horror.”372 In other words, Le Pen said, France will transform to a land
governed by criminals, rather than one governed by the law of the French republic.373
While Le Pen did not seek to blame all security problems on potential terrorists, she did
characterize an unsafe future as the result of lax immigration policies. This allowed her to link
potential security concerns back to those in power who created those policies in the first place.
Consequently, Le Pen made it much easier to blame many safety problems on elites and
globalists, further distancing them from the interests of the people.
Le Pen was also able to link mass immigration to larger economic problems. Cities and
villages are described as “submerge[ed] by planetary immigration,” especially as Le Pen relied
on the classic argument that the country should not support migrants when unable to support the
country’s own people, such as farmers and the homeless.374 In 2019, during the European
elections, Le Pen explained how mass immigration led to “a collapsed economy…mass
unemployment…social insecurity or uncertainty for the future.”375 Thus, in addition to the
security issues and attempts to change or undermine French culture, immigrants have also
brought economic woes, which hurt the French people and continue to weaken and destabilize
French national identity.
In Le Pen’s view, Islamic terrorists who are pouring into France across open borders will
infect and kill France like a poison, which will cause catastrophe for the country, its values, and
its status in the world. Not only does terrorism “attack” France with “calculated harassment,” but
it also requests excessive and unreasonable requirements and accommodations from the French
government, who do not attempt to fix this problem to save the future.376 Le Pen’s fear tactics
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were especially powerful for her followers who already felt unease about globalization and the
Muslim faith in general. By stoking this fear and creating a doomsday picture of a calculated
infiltration and poisoning of the country—destroying everything that France stands for—Le Pen
demonized the Muslim terrorist and, by extension, the Muslim other. By linking terrorism
exclusively to Muslims and arguing that terrorists were slipping into the country through more
and more open borders, any Muslim becomes a potential hidden terrorist in the eyes of Le Pen
and the followers of the French far right.
Overall, Le Pen’s discourse about the threat of terrorism in France presents thinly veiled
Islamophobia in the form of attempts to protect the French people and culture. The figure of the
Muslim terrorist threatens the nation in two ways: physically, and socially. The most obvious
threat of terrorism is its ability to physically hurt the French people through violence. Less
obvious, however, is the Muslim terrorist’s desire to kill the French way of life and replace
French culture and identity with one that terrorism wishes to cultivate instead. Not belonging to a
nation, terrorists then seek to undo French culture as a way to establish a nation for themselves
because they hate everything that France stands for. This rhetoric demonizes all Muslims as a
potential security threat to the nation. By extension, Le Pen urged stricter security measures for
all immigrants so that security forces can more easily protect the country, the people, and its
identity. This then demonized all immigrants as forces that work against the good of France and
the French people and allows for the promotion of more xenophobic rhetoric and desires for
immigrants to assimilate so that their threat to the nation is neutralized.
Through her description of Muslim fundamentalists as wanderers with no national
identity, Le Pen drew a distinct line between self and other along the lines of national belonging.
This not only scapegoated immigrants as the cause of French problems, but it also linked issues
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of immigration back to globalists and elites for whom the nation is outdated and a barrier to their
goals. By connecting elites, globalists (and globalization policies), and immigrants through their
lack of national allegiance, Le Pen easily blamed them for what she viewed as physical, social,
and cultural problems caused by these entities. Consequently, the people—including Le Pen and
her followers—were divided further from elites and their seemingly harmful policies of
globalization and immigration.
Through this tactic of explicitly naming the enemies of Frenchness, Le Pen successfully
completed the second step of scapegoating by drawing attention to perceived wrongs committed
by elites, globalists, and immigrants. By consistently blaming internal French problems on other
forces, Le Pen clearly framed these outside powers as the enemy of Frenchness. Opposing
France is what made them the enemy, and their refusal to view France and French culture as
important helped Le Pen continue to demonize them. Her ability to portray them as out of touch
with how the people would prefer the country to be regarded and run also allowed Le Pen to
characterize them as outsiders with whom the people do not agree, further separating elites,
globalists, and immigrants from the vision of France that the people truly want. This allowed Le
Pen to easily begin the third step of scapegoating: purification of the people.

Purification
The third and final step of scapegoating involves purifying the victims, in part by
bringing the scapegoats to justice. According to Burke, this consists of a “a new principle of
merger, this time in the unification of those whose purified identity is defined in dialectical
opposition” to the scapegoat.377 In France, as the people are purified as simply victims of Le
Pen’s scapegoats, they redefined their identity in terms of opposition to elites, globalists, and
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immigrants. In other words, this third step allowed Le Pen to present an alternative, far-right
version of French national identity with which the people must identify to absolve themselves of
any guilt associated with the scapegoats. To accomplish this purification, Le Pen first unified the
purified people around a new version of national identity that was focused extensively on farright performances of patriotism, constituting Le Pen followers as always already true French
patriots and Le Pen as their leader. This rewriting of what constitutes French national identity
thus absolved the people of any guilt due to association with the scapegoats, but only as long as
they continued to play their role of patriotic voter and Le Pen supporter. In this way, the
alleviation of guilt became conditional upon the people’s ability to keep Le Pen in power. In
order to entice even more voters to her side, Le Pen engaged in a rhetoric of revolution, labeling
followers as revolutionaries and further separating herself from the status quo that the scapegoats
created.
Unifying and Redefining the Purified French People
One of the clearest ways that Le Pen unified her audience was in her framing of the
election. Rather than speaking about candidates in terms of the left versus the right, she often
cast the fight as patriotic nationalists versus unpatriotic globalists.378 In fact, according to Le Pen,
the division between the political left and right obscured an even larger problem and was in itself
“only an illusion.”379 Rather, this division “hides the fundamental divide between the proponents
of the system, exclusively oriented toward themselves, on one side, and the proponents of France
and of the people, on the other.”380 Le Pen clearly put herself in the latter camp, while asserting
that all the other candidates’ loyalties lay with the European Union, especially because they do
nothing to fight against the E.U.’s attempts to get France to submit to its power. In fact, Le Pen
said, “they lack the courage of patriots.”381 Through this framing of the election, the people were
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permitted to purify themselves by disidentifying with these leaders, allowing Le Pen to redefine
a new version of Frenchness for the purified population. For example, Le Pen used her platform
to set up outrage against the increasingly globalized sphere. She mentioned several times that the
people are opposed to the system and all the problems that it causes, saying in 2017 that “no
reasonable person” favors untamed globalization.382 Acting as the representative of the people,
Le Pen called for France to “rearm [itself] against untamed globalization.”383 This rearmament
would place France on an even playing field with other world players, such as the United States,
as opposed to France being indebted to or beneath other nations.384 This argument allowed Le
Pen to frame Frenchness as “France first,” putting French interests ahead of all others, shunning
concepts like globalization in favor of localism.
Moreover, inherent in Le Pen’s requirements of Frenchness was a type of inheritance,
which she mentioned in several of her speeches. She often reminded her audiences that they
should preserve France in part so that they can give or transmit the country to their children and
other future generations.385 In this sense, Le Pen linked the defense of French culture and way of
life directly to the future wellbeing of families and children, making the issue far more concrete
and personal for her followers. By reminding party members that “the best guardians of nature
are those who have received their land from generations before them, and who want to pass it on
to the generations that follow, after having enriched it,” Le Pen firmly engrained Frenchness in
the practice of traditional generational practices that seek to keep Frenchness in France, protected
against immigrants or other practices that seek to undo centuries of hard work.386 In fact, Le Pen
explained that generations “have worked and suffered and sometimes died” to leave their
children “a free country that is ours.”387 This emphasis on heritage precluded true Frenchness
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from being embodied by first or even second generation inhabitants of France and supported Le
Pen’s advancement of xenophobia upon which she often relied in her discourse.
While the practice of inheriting Frenchness had been occurring for generations, Le Pen
explained to her audiences that the practice was disappearing, and the people were losing their
innate ability to pass on their country to heirs. This change in principles was blamed on an E.U.
directive from 2015 that updated successor rights to be based on place of residence rather than
heritage.388 According to Le Pen, these rights should be open to the French people and the
French people only.389 The ability for any person living in France to potentially inherit France
and therefore leave their mark on Frenchness directly contradicted one of Le Pen’s favorite
quips: “Être Français s’hérite, ou se mérite!” (“To be French is inherited or earned!”).390 While
this does not preclude those who were not born in France from being considered French, it does
narrow who is allowed to embody Frenchness in the eyes of Le Pen. With Le Pen’s discourse,
she thus set up true French identity as nearly impossible to achieve for immigrants. By linking
hereditary practices to Frenchness, national identity was thus redefined in terms of generational
longevity and was defined against immigrants who came to France and attempted to adopt
French identity. This set up boundaries between who could be considered purified—and
therefore, French—and who could not.
As the scapegoats were cast out, Le Pen also constituted her leadership as a grand unifier
of the people and the country. In her speeches, especially when campaigning for president, Le
Pen framed herself as a patriotic protector of France who would forge into the future with
France’s best interests in mind, unlike the elites. She continuously worked to set herself apart
from her political opponents as well as any other person or institution that may be considered
part of “the system,” such as the European Union. Not only did this strategy set her up as the
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other side of the scapegoats, but she also firmly aligned herself with purified French patriots and
a new patriotic understanding of national identity. As an embodiment of patriotism and French
national identity, Le Pen was able to mobilize supporters who desperately wanted to perform the
patriotic citizenship that she promoted.
One of the most common moves that Le Pen made was to explicitly link her campaign
and candidacy to patriotism. Even before the presidential election, in 2015, Le Pen asserted “I
am a French citizen, a patriot in love with her country, who suffers every time a French person is
hurt.”391 In 2017, she referred to herself as “deeply French, deeply patriotic” and “the candidate
of the people.”392 As she put it, “what drives us is not the love of money or special interests, but
the worry about patrie.”393 Representing patriotism was one of the ways Le Pen intended to
reach out to all French people, as she presented herself as not only a patriot, but also as fierce
defender of patriotism for the good of the country. Because Le Pen is of the opinion that
patriotism “does not grow naturally, it builds,” she worked to build it herself in conjunction with
her ideas.394 Through this discourse, Le Pen’s invocation of patriotism supported the people
rather than the elites, which linked purification from those elites with specific patriotic actions.
This created the “new principle of merger” about which Burke writes, with the people merging
with far-right sentiments and pushing against the system that had previously held much of the
power in defining identity.395
By encouraging her audiences to disidentify with elites, globalists, and immigrants and to
identify with Le Pen and far-right notions of patriotism, Le Pen constituted her own followers as
an uprising against the unjust treatment by these groups. In doing so, she explained that the
followers of the far right were the only true patriots and therefore, the purified, guilt-free people.
By showing how her movement was the perfect embodiment of French loyalty and patriotism,
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Le Pen provided a blueprint for what national identity and solidarity entailed post-purification
and how they could be enacted by the newly purified and unified people.
The separation from scapegoats and subsequent purification of the French people
necessitated a new brand of Frenchness, a picture of which Le Pen offered in her speeches.
Focusing extensively on the roles of patriotism and national solidarity, Le Pen argued that
purified patriots, who act in the best interest of the country, would create the best future for
France. By emphasizing this, Le Pen thus constituted her listeners as always already patriotic
National Front/National Rally voters who served the country’s national interests unlike elites,
globalists, and immigrants. In fact, she said, France itself is a protector of the people: “France is
great, it is just,…it defends its children, it does not forget anyone.”396 By personifying the values
Le Pen viewed as inherent in France, she framed the country as a protector that, with its regained
power, could return to its original glory, acting as a guide for all French patriots. As she told her
supporters in 2017, France has “gotten up,” has “reconstructed itself, free, for its children.”397 As
the people continue to free France from the chains of Le Pen’s enemies, this can only lead to a
reinvigorated and purified population that puts France first. For example, in 2017, Le Pen said
that there was nothing more important than “the interest of the French people”; in 2019, she
asserted that the National Rally’s only guide was “national interest because what we bring is the
love of France and the French people.”398 As such, Le Pen’s movement functioned as the model
for the purified people and how they should embody the new far-right notion of Frenchness.
When Le Pen kicked off her presidential campaign with a speech in Lyon, she welcomed
all patriots to her movement, saying “you have a place on our side.”399 In another 2017 speech,
Le Pen told her supporters “a vote for your ideas is a vote of the patriot, it is a vote for
France.”400 Described as true patriots, party members and supporters were told that they were
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supporting the most important political movement in France because it was the only one that
truly cared about the French people and actually included patriotic politicians.401 By equating all
of Le Pen’s voters with patriots and telling them that “we will write a new glorious page in the
history of our beautiful country of France,” Le Pen presented herself as the candidate that could
unite a seemingly divided country as she aligned herself with the purified people and subsequent
patriotic movement she sought to create.402 In fact, according to Le Pen, any victory that the
party accomplished also belonged to the people, as she called the growing support for the party
“ideological victory.”403 Included in this ideology was a fierce love of country and patrie which,
Le Pen reminded supporters, was of paramount importance to her and her movement. In a 2019
speech, Le Pen pointed out that “we are the union of French people,” implying that they were the
only good representatives of the people in politics.404 Even when running for president, Le Pen
explained that her party was for everyone who wanted to see a better and safer France.405
Because the scapegoats had been cast out because of their apathy towards France’s future, this
allowed Le Pen to more firmly anchor her movement as the leaders of those who had been
purified.
As she reminded her audience in Marseille a few days before the presidential vote,
patriotism is an act of love and the best way to put the interests of the country first.406 Four days
later, in another speech, she pointed out that the unity of the people “can only happen around the
love of France.”407 This love of France, or “brotherhood of the heart” could then help the people
“face the future together” and affirm the values, grandeur, and destiny of the people.408 This
message of discovering national solidarity often resonated with the audiences at Le Pen
speeches. During two of her 2017 presidential campaign speeches, the public burst out into song
in the middle of Le Pen’s speech, singing the Marseillaise, France’s national anthem in a loud
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and public act of national solidarity.409 According to Le Pen, this increased solidarity would help
inspire the French people to fulfill their destiny of lifting French voices for the world to hear, a
goal that is embedded in national consciousness.410 No longer stifled by the scapegoats, these
descriptions necessitated patriotism as the solution to current woes, with National Front/National
Rally voters leading the charge.
By positioning French solidarity and patriotism as the only way to achieve France’s
national destiny and act as a purified and unified people, Le Pen attempted to right the wrongs
that she perceived the elites to have committed against France. To empower the French people to
ostensibly take their country back, she reminded them that they had always had control over
what happens in their own country; they just needed to exercise it. In a 2017 speech in Paris, she
told the audience that “France is ours and we are all responsible for our home.”411 This is
because the people know what is best for them and for their country, guided by national
solidarity and their national interest.412 Specifically, Le Pen said that the French people should be
able to make decisions about who should be allowed to enter the country as well as who can
become French and who is not worthy of the honor.413 According to the ideologies of the far
right, defending this French way of life would empower the French people to take their country
back from those who hope to see France’s demise. As Le Pen put it in 2017, “We deserve our
freedom. We deserve security. We deserve our prosperity. We deserve to enjoy our immense
culture, to be able to defend our identity, and to offer a legacy to our children. We deserve to
again guide our destiny.”414 Le Pen’s positioning of destiny, prosperity, and national identity as
an entitlement afforded to all French patriots allowed her followers more agency over the future
of the country and who runs it, directly confronting the scapegoats who attempted to wrest
control of France from the people. As such, Le Pen used the desire for one cohesive national
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identity and solidarity to her advantage, encouraging her audiences to rise up against the status
quo and especially against the E.U. and French elites. Because Le Pen’s new form of
nationalistic Frenchness was focused on setting the people apart from the scapegoats, it became
imperative for the people to shift their understandings of national identity if they were to remain
purified and the scapegoats were to remain cast out.
To effectively fight these forces, Le Pen called for “a moral rearming of the country” to
reinvigorate a national French movement.415 This was especially grounded in the love of patrie,
or homeland, which she mentions in six out of the ten speeches in this analysis.416 In fact, Le Pen
began her 2019 speech in Metz by quoting French poet Paul Verlaine, saying “‘the love of patrie
is the first love.’”417 This loyalty to the homeland is so powerful that “prevails over doubt, over
hesitations.”418 As such, the French patriot is one that loves patrie, and national solidarity
naturally follows.419 Le Pen also often invoked France’s national motto liberté, égalité, fraternité
(freedom, equality, brotherhood), saying that solidarity, and thus national identity, are not
possible without these extremely important French values.420 France’s grandeur and destiny,
which include love of patrie, the values of France’s motto, and its other universal values must be
cherished by the French people if the country is to regain its formerly grand status, Le Pen
said.421 Le Pen’s focus on patriotism and love of patrie as necessary to stand up to the system
and advance new forms of French national identity was paramount in her constitution of
followers as patriots. As she encouraged them to reconstruct their identity as in conjunction with
her movement and in hopes of staying purified, Le Pen was afforded the opportunity to lay out a
plan for what a performance of proper patriotic citizenship entailed.
Performance of Patriotic Citizenship
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Le Pen’s discourse made it clear that one of the best ways to become purified was to join
the community of Le Pen’s supporters as she constituted the purified people as always already
National Front/National Rally patriots. This purification, however, was contingent upon
performing the patriotic citizenship Le Pen laid out in her speeches. Communication Studies has
altered how citizenship is conceptualized over the years. Rather than viewing citizenship through
acts of national belonging, such as voting or serving on a jury, citizenship has been
reconceptualized as a practice or performance.422 This version of citizenship is constituted
through “supportive and relatively enduring practices and institutions” at the hands of the
state.423 In other words, “citizenship is not inherited, but learned.”424 As globalization creates
more state-like institutions, the nation must fight to retain its inhabitants’ allegiance to the state
by promoting the performance of “good” citizenship.425 Attempts to encourage this type of
perfected citizenship leads to exclusionary practices with the state rewarding an in-group and
demonizing an out-group, often framing out-group members as unable or not allowed to join the
nation.426 Although Le Pen was not an official mouthpiece of the state, she sought to create a
new form of citizenship performance that undergirded her political beliefs. As a political leader
who was able to divorce French national identity from so-called elites, globalists, and
immigrants, she worked to solidify practices of Frenchness with values of the far right.
In her 2015 speech in Corsica, Le Pen laid out a clear blueprint for the Frenchness of the
National Front: “To deserve French nationality, you must speak French, eat French, live French,
you must respect [French] laws, write your own story, integrate [France’s] values.”427 This
definition of the ideal French citizen required assimilation and left little wiggle room for anyone
who may be different than Le Pen’s version of Frenchness. Although she did not elaborate on
what it may mean to “live French,” it is clear through other parts of her discourse that Frenchness
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involved living by a very specific set of values and being proud of the country in which an
immigrant may be a stranger and treated as such. For Le Pen, these qualities were absolutely
necessary to the protection of the country’s national identity and the continuation of purification
of the people. In fact, Le Pen believed that all societies have the right to “historical continuity”
for their people and values.428
In Le Pen’s narrative, those who think that everything is going fine are probably being
deceived by the left. Le Pen talked about the “legitimate anguish” of the “inconsolable patriots
see[ing] their country adrift” and also legitimized their concerns about French national identity
disappearing.429 Le Pen also asked if “we are going to seriously accept seeing our national
identity blow up with the emergence of a fragmented society.”430 A good patriot, according to Le
Pen, should have been upset about the state of the country, but will not let fellow French people
suffer in silence. Banding together under national solidarity, they must work together to help the
other French people who were hurting at the hands of the scapegoats.431 Some of the clearest
examples of patriots fighting for the rights of all French people are the Gilets Jaunes, to whom
she offered support in both 2019 speeches analyzed here.432 Le Pen made it clear that she
supported people who were taking an active stance against perceived injustices and unhappiness
with the current state of the country. Rather than allowing citizens to live with what Le Pen
called “chronic insecurity,” patriots were those who feel anguish about the state of national
identity and rise up to fight back.433
In this case, Le Pen advocated for a performance of patriotic citizenship that prioritized
generations of Frenchness that have cultivated a love of country and developed an affinity and
deep understanding of guiding French values. This can only be achieved through direct action.
Le Pen urged her followers to actively promote and defend the country by showing that the
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country belongs to the French people, rather than to institutions, governmental elites, or
immigrants.
In Le Pen’s version of patriotic citizenship performance, true French patriots must show
that the country belongs to them and that they want to defend this power that has been given to
the people. Without the aid of French patriots who perform proper citizenship, France will
continue to suffer under those who question the traditional French way of life. The current postnational vision, Le Pen argued, had diluted French power, as she called for “the return to French
power” and for France to “recover its unique place: number one.”434 After being tricked and
having their power taken away by the European Union and the globalist elites, the people no
longer had any choices or sovereignty, and the “survival of France” was at risk.435 In addition to
these external pressures, Le Pen was also worried about the internal hit to national solidarity,
saying in 2015 that “by forgetting patriotism…the French people forgot who they were.”436 In
2018, Le Pen worried about the increasing individualism that had been “dissolving national
spirit.”437 These potential problems that threatened the whole of the country and its national
identity therefore prompted Le Pen to take an active stance to combat them..
Le Pen also proposed the notion of what she calls “economic patriotism” as a way for the
people to continually support their country.438 Mentioned several times throughout four of the ten
speeches in this analysis, Le Pen saw the economy as fundamentally tied to social and national
responsibilities.439 Economic patriotism, specifically, included frequenting local shops, buying
French products, and supporting other French businesses as a way to fight against the evils of
globalization that were trying to replace French goods with those of other countries, thus ruining
the French economy. Prioritizing the local over the global thus showed strong patriotic ties to
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France while also supporting the livelihoods of the fellow patriots, and Le Pen even asserted that
economic patriotism would lead to more freedom throughout France.440
One specific type of economic patriotism upon which Le Pen focused is what she called
“localism.” This is a newer concept that she introduced after the 2017 presidential election, so it
is only mentioned in the two 2019 speeches in this analysis.441 Le Pen and her party represent
localists and propose “a revolution of proximity.”442 By prioritizing local issues and local
economic choices (such as buying local goods and eating at local restaurants), there exists a
closer proximity between producers and consumers.443 By extension, then, localism brings the
inhabitants of France together, strengthening national solidarity and togetherness, while also
fighting the economic forces of globalization that seek to put local producers and business
owners out of business. This is a form of the “economic patriotism” that Le Pen championed as it
seeks to transform and improve French industry.444 Through her advocacy of localism, Le Pen
argued that this new system is also a way for the people to be ecologically conscious, as locally
sourced and produced products are undoubtedly better for the people, the country, and the
economy.445
By setting out guidelines for an enactment of patriotic citizenship, Le Pen showed how
the people would be expected to act in order to achieve purification. Because Le Pen’s
explanation of how patriots should act seemed to counter the actions of the scapegoats, those
who lived as a patriot, prioritizing nationalistic interests, would be purified as the scapegoated
forces were cast out. Contingent upon remaining purified, however, was the necessity for the
people to remain Le Pen and National Front/National Rally supporters.
Living by Le Pen’s Rules
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By distancing themselves from perceived evils of the country and performing Le Pen’s
version of patriotism citizenship, Le Pen’s patriots were absolved of any guilt that could occur
from being associated with the scapegoats. However, this absolution of guilt only remains if
followers continue to play by Le Pen’s rules. Essentially, by continuing to live by Le Pen’s
version of patriotism, the people continue to distance themselves and bring the evil of the
scapegoats to justice, thus remaining purified. Should Le Pen lose power or support by her
followers, however, disaster can only follow.
First, Le Pen argued that only she, rather than the elites, was able to give the people back
much of their agency. She viewed this power to be given back primarily through unification of
the country and the re-establishment of national solidarity, which was something that only Le
Pen and her movement would be able to accomplish.446 In fact, she even said that she wanted to
enshrine a love of French patrimony in the Constitution of France.447 Going into the second
round of voting for the presidential election, Le Pen reminded the public that it was national
unity that was “behind our project of [the country’s] recovery.”448 Le Pen reminded her audience
that “the happiness of French people is the only goal that matters.”449 Moreover, she pointed out
that her movement welcomed everyone and that she had been tasked with “the immense
responsibility of the defense of the French nation, its unity, its security, its culture, its prosperity,
and its independence.”450 As such, “rallied around our immortal three colors [of the French flag]
and our universal values, the French people can conquer the world” with a focus on the value of
freedom and an economy “in the service of the [people] and of the well-being of the people.”451
In this way, she disguises her authoritarian leanings as the only person who can keep the people
purified, instead framing her leadership as one that would afford agency to the people.
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As the people line up behind Le Pen while she stands up to powerful entities, she painted
a picture of power returning to the people for whom the government should seek to please and
fairly represent. This return of power would allow the people to “take over the helm of our
destiny” and “re-establish the people as the political subject,” rather than pleasing financial and
global institutions.452 Putting French destiny back into the hands of the French people would help
protect the people and the country in the long run because, as Le Pen argued, “the strongest
nations are those that know how to protect a powerful national bond.”453 With Le Pen at the
helm, she argued, France could achieve the grandeur that it should have never lost to begin
with.454 In this case, the people could only become and remain empowered with Le Pen in
leadership.
However, this vision of the country’s reunification with the people being put first can
only be accomplished by Le Pen’s movement. She always explained that she represents the
French people and their interests only.455 In other words, the newly purified people could be
provided new types of agency—but only with Le Pen and her movement in leadership positions.
Because she claimed to represent the people, she fully opposed the elites who do not care about
the people.456 In addition, she also paid special attention to some of the people who were left
behind by the system, namely the weakest groups that were being attacked by the system, as well
as the “the France of villages and small cities” that have been forgotten by governmental
elites.457 By advocating for those who were often cast aside by the government, Le Pen worked
even harder to bring together disparate groups under the double label of French patriot and Le
Pen supporter. She even said “If you vote for me I will consider you only French…totally
French. We do not see your origins, nor your skin color, nor your religion, you will be French
citizens with the same rights and the same duties as any other French citizen.”458 In other words,
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Le Pen seemingly opened up her candidacy to all people living in France who consider
themselves to be French. Promising equality throughout the country if they support her, Le Pen
linked innate Frenchness and patriotism with her campaign, candidacy, and victory. Even the
slogan for her presidential campaign, “In the name of the people!” reflected this view. Through
this argument, Le Pen framed support for her candidacy as a way for individuals to be purified,
even if they did not fit the typical criteria of Frenchness that Le Pen presented. Consequently, Le
Pen invited all types of people to be purified, opening the opportunity to anyone in France, as
long as they supported her movement.
Throughout her speeches, Le Pen often described love of country as internal and naturally
occurring in each individual. This positioned her movement—billed as true French patriots—to
be the movement that could continue to nourish and support these natural inclinations. In 2017,
Le Pen promised to “nourish this immense ambition for France.”459 In her 2015 speech in
Corsica, she called the French “warriors of the soul,” explaining that “each French person feels
French and intends to defend this” feeling.460 Later in the same speech, she said that the national
community was “the only possible community, the only existing community. The only
[community] because [it was] deeply inscribed in each person’s spirit. A natural reflex of a
united people.”461 By framing national solidarity as natural, engrained in each true French
patriot, the desire to protect it was also understood to be innate. This argument was especially
powerful when one is reminded that French national identity is often conceived of as a singular
national soul, a part of which can be found in each French patriot.
Using the national soul as a catalyst for national defense was especially powerful and
mobilizing for the far right. In 2017, Le Pen told supporters that the elites do not like when “you
proclaim your love of France,” setting patriotism squarely against the system that she
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demonized.462 Throughout both the presidential and European elections, Le Pen and the National
Front/National Rally positioned themselves as the protectors of France and patriotic French
values.463 Defending “the right to be French in France” opened a space for far right members to
be unashamedly prideful in their beliefs.464 Moreover, for those who wanted to continue to
protect patriotic views in France, Le Pen and the National Front/National Rally seemed to be the
only party to prioritize these values. While Le Pen’s vision of the future allowed the people to be
purified, she presented herself as the only way they could remain absolved of their guilt.
Consequently, keeping Le Pen in power would be paramount to achieving and sustaining the
future that Le Pen set out in her discourse.
With these values at the forefront of the Le Pen’s leadership, the far right represented a
prosperous future, at least for supporters of the party. Le Pen envisioned a return to France’s
grandeur, back on track to achieve the country’s “worldwide mission” to be the “beacon” for the
world.465 She also wanted to work towards further security for France and “responsibilities for
the security of the world.”466 In 2017, she framed presidential election as a chance for the people
to “raise their heads…a people sure of their values and confident in the future.”467 Because
“France is not for sale and the French people are not for sale,” they refused to be tricked into
standing by as passive observers while their country is destroyed by the scapegoats. Instead, Le
Pen promoted love of country as a powerful unifier, able to bring people together across the
political aisle, from the left and the right.468 Le Pen’s characterization of her ability to reach
across the political aisle has been intrinsic to the National Front/National Rally’s decades-long
contention that they represent “neither right nor left, but French.”469 As proponents of all the
people, Le Pen explained that they were driven to represent the strength of the people. In her
2017 Châteauroux speech, Le Pen explained that “there is no irrepressible force that could drive
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the French to renounce [their country].”470 Rather, the French people should be energized by
their pride in their country and through the recognition that “we…[are] members of the same
people.”471
This grand vision of a free and prosperous France, united through love of patrie and
national solidarity would not be possible without Le Pen’s loyal followers to whom she delivered
instructions on how to enact a patriotic version of citizenship. This responsibility was presented
as life or death, with the practice of citizenship as necessary for every single French person in
order to restore France’s status in the world. As Le Pen reminded her audience, “our country
needs you, it needs your energy, it needs your commitment.”472 This is not a role to be taken
lightly, but it is one to be taken as a lifelong commitment, not only for Le Pen and her movement
but for all French patriots as a way to sincerely protect France. Reminding followers that this
vision of a prosperous future would only be possible through giving Le Pen and her party power
and support, Le Pen anchored the future success of France and continued purification of the
people as contingent upon her political success. Should Le Pen and her movement lose
momentum, the people would be left with governance at the hands of the elites and a loss of
national identity and solidarity at the hands of globalists and immigrants, according to Le Pen.
Thus, in order for the people to remain pure as a result of casting out scapegoats, they must
continue to support Le Pen and her movement, as they were constituted as the only true
representatives of the people.
Right-Wing Revolution
As Le Pen worked to ally herself with the people and against the system, she frequently
referred to her movement as a revolution, with herself and her followers as revolutionaries.
Discourse about revolution therefore allowed Le Pen to unabashedly explain how she and her
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movement would work to completely upend the system, projecting an image of strength and
resilience in the face of adversity caused by elites, globalists, and immigrants. The theme of
revolution was a common thread throughout half of the speeches analyzed, with mentions of it in
2015, 2017, and 2019. 473 With the growth of this “revolution,” Le Pen proclaimed that “we will
turn our backs on these tacky ineptitudes” of the system that these scapegoats represent.474
Moreover, positioning her movement as a revolution allowed right-wing ideas to be viewed as
ways to save the country from the scapegoats, with Le Pen and her party as the heroes.
As the leader of a revolution, Le Pen took the time to explain how the victory of her
movement would completely upend how the system functioned. Even before her presidential
campaign in 2017, Le Pen gave supporters some statistics on terrorism following the massive
terrorist attack on Paris in 2015. These numbers seemingly contradicted the official messages
from the French government and showed that terrorism at the hands of radical Muslims was in
fact must more of a danger that it seemed. Le Pen ended this section of her speech by asking
“Who’s lying?” essentially arguing that the government should be forced to admit that it is
wrong about this issue.475 Although questioning the elites may have seemed revolutionary in the
eyes of Le Pen’s followers, disputing official government facts more likely reflects the
contemporary far-right move toward post-truth.476 Instead of legitimately questioning official
statements from the government, Le Pen uses her platform to advance an alternative version of
the truth. Moreover, as revolutionary, Le Pen talked about how politicians should be afraid of
her. On the campaign trail, she said that people wanted her to lose because they were afraid,
especially of the radical changes that she would bring.477 Le Pen agreed, saying that those who
profit from the system, not the French people, should be scared of her candidacy because she
stood against everything they worked for.478
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Le Pen presented herself as the only real hope for the future of France and the
preservation of its national and cultural identity. Because she represented French patriots and
France’s best interests, she was easily able to juxtapose herself against her political opponents
who she cast as apathetic to France’s struggles for identity and national solidarity. In fact, Le Pen
explained that “I no longer have confidence in this political class” because their interests are
“against ours.”479 She pointed out that she had tried to function within the system, attempting to
alert leaders to various problems concerning immigration and terrorism, with no success.480 As
such, Le Pen sought to overtake the system and change political leadership with her revolution.
Intrinsic in her advocacy for her candidature was the notion that national identity is implicitly
found in her supporters and Le Pen herself because they represent true patriots. Consequently, Le
Pen’s leadership would be imperative to the good of the country and the revival of the form of
nationalistic identity that she promoted. Moreover, purporting to upend the system with a
revolution would more easily allow a far-right candidate to take over leadership as one of the
furthest things from the contemporary French system.
Often presenting herself as the most courageous candidate, daring to oppose the system
and tell it like it is, Le Pen explained that she only had this courage because of her desire to
nourish French patriotism.481 Because she was very outspoken about her distrust of the current
system, freedom of expression (especially expression that runs counter to governmental
discourse) would become a primary value in Le Pen’s France, as it was seen as one of the only
ways to gain back power as French values “are contested in our own country.”482
Importantly, while Le Pen positioned herself as leading the revolution, she also
acknowledged the role of her followers as French patriots and revolutionaries. Referring to the
overall movement as a revolution, Le Pen represented the National Front/National Rally message
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as “a message from the heart, the call that comes out of your chests,” imbuing the messages and
goals of the movement as intrinsic in the hearts of each French person.483 This implied that every
French person should want to follow the National Front’s movement because it would be what is
best for national identity and solidarity. Le Pen ended a 2019 speech by saying “In the name of
this freedom that we cherish, we invite the people to make themselves heard, we invite citizens
to rise up, we invite French people who share our ideals to join us.”484 In another speech before
the European elections, Le Pen described the project of the party as “deeply national and in
that…deeply human.”485 Through this discourse, Le Pen focused on the openness of the
movement, framing it as empowering and one that was engrained in national interest. During
elections, the revolution was open to anyone and everyone.
As the revolution would purportedly lead to a better quality of life, Le Pen also painted a
disheartening picture of what may occur if the party could not achieve the political power it
needed to challenge the system:
If we do not win, the country will be flooded and our people will disappear via dilution in
the grand globalist maelstrom. Our country will be ruined and each generation will live
less free and less prosperous than those that preceded it.486
As such, the party presented itself as the only option for French patriots because “we are the only
ones to have never succumbed to the new post-national order.”487 Because they were not under
the influence of these forces, the party consistently is presented as “the true opposition force”
and the alternative “to Macron’s government.”488 This opposition was characterized as therefore
the only choice for France and Europe with the potential for a prosperous decent future.
With the National Front/National Rally at the helm of the country, Le Pen proposed a
revolutionary vision of the future. Not only would France return to its position as a leader in the
world and the people would rejoice in their unification, but this would all be accomplished
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radically. Throughout both her presidential campaign and the campaign for the European
elections, she proposed a great change “that will put another politics in place, other faces in
power, and the renewal that you aspire to.”489 This renewal consisted of what Le Pen called a
“republican conquest” as a way to take over the French political sphere. Although Le Pen made
mention of these ideas in 2017 during the presidential race, the notions are carried through in
2018 and 2019. In 2019, she reminded her supporters that the movement still supported Le Pen’s
goals from that election that had not been put into action.490 In fact, they were now even more
determined to enact their version of France through a “national renaissance” that would
purportedly bring freedom back to the French people. This “refoundation is a necessity because
without this cultural evolution, we will not take the [path] of the political reformation that the
presidential election opened up.”491 It is through this foundation that the party could become the
majority throughout Europe.492 As Le Pen engaged in a rhetoric of revolution, she further set her
movement apart from scapegoat status quo representatives while simultaneously enticing more
individuals to join her party.
Through her revolutionary discourse, Le Pen invigorated her voting base with visions of a
grand and prosperous future of France, back in the hands of the people. With Le Pen and her
party in power, she explained how the national interest and national identity would be reborn, as
they had previously not been priorities in Macron’s government. With these populist and
nationalistic undertones, Le Pen framed her revolution as centered around the people and the
country’s best interests, despite her authoritarian policy proposals. As such, her rhetoric indicates
how revolution may be invoked to provide audiences with feelings of agency and patriotism
while leaders work behind the scenes to implement far-right agendas. In this case, appealing to
the people’s desire to remain purified—and thus to distance themselves as far as possible from
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the scapegoats—allowed Le Pen to use revolutionary rhetoric to clandestinely propose more farright, authoritarian proposals as a radical alternative to Macron’s center-left, neoliberal
policymaking. In other words, for many followers, it did not matter what the difference was
between Le Pen and the scapegoats—just that there was a difference.
In this chapter, I have shown how Le Pen carried out the three steps of scapegoating as
defined by Kenneth Burke. First, she began by identifying with her adversaries as members of
the same system. Second, she created distance between herself and her political opponents by
scapegoating elites, globalists, and immigrants. Third, she constituted a constituency separate
from those she scapegoated and purified them as true French patriots through membership in her
party and acknowledgement of her leadership. This constitution allowed Le Pen to create a new
vision for what French national identity entails, with a specific focus on an isolationist, far-right
version of patriotism and citizenship performance. This was accomplished primarily through Le
Pen’s rhetoric of revolution in which she characterized her leadership as a complete upending of
the system, thus bringing the scapegoats to justice and absolving the people of any guilt they had
because of association with the scapegoats.
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Chapter 4: Conclusion

This thesis has sought to answer the following research questions: 1) In an era of
competing discourse about nationalism and globalization, how does the French far-right
conceptualize what it means to “be French”? and 2) How does Marine Le Pen constitute French
identity through her discourse? First, my analysis showed that nationalism is a main factor in farright conceptualizations of French national identity. In fact, this identity was defined in direct
opposition to forces of globalization and the so-called elites who promote globalist policies,
including a perceived relaxation of immigration policies. Moreover, Le Pen’s version of far-right
Frenchness necessitated a deep love of country and a desire to protect it, which can only be done
through a performance of nationalistic citizenship.
Second, this analysis suggests that Le Pen used tactics of victimage and scapegoating to
constitute her far-right version of French identity. Following Kenneth Burke’s steps of
scapegoating, Le Pen first identified with the system that she criticized. Next, she scapegoated
elites, globalists, and immigrants as a way to separate herself and her movement from these
forces. Finally, she absolved the people of their guilt by constituting her followers as always
already French patriots and herself as their leader. This allowed her to advance a new,
nationalistic version of national identity that relied heavily on patriotism and patrie and put
herself and her movement at the center of a revolution. This research presents several
implications for contemporary understandings of French identity, the growth of reactionary
nationalism, and women politicians. Moreover, my research contributes to the project of
internationalizing public address scholarship in Communication Studies.
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First, as contemporary French identity continues to splinter, it is important to understand
its impacts on France and how inhabitants are confronting this issue. As I wrote about in chapter
two, increasing frustration with President Macron’s neoliberal policies has led to unrest in
France, such as the Gilets Jaunes protest.493 This analysis has worked to uncover the far right’s
response to this increase in conflict, especially as reactionary nationalistic movements such as
those led by Marine Le Pen have been growing in popularity around Europe.494 Because France
has often viewed itself as a worldwide leader and an example for other countries to follow, Le
Pen’s promise to restore France’s grandeur through a return to traditional patriotic citizenship
was especially persuasive to audiences who felt as though their identity was changing or
disappearing altogether.
I also used this analysis to better understand how Le Pen advanced her authoritarianism
through a discourse of national identity. This research has revealed that French far-right
conceptions of national identity are at odds with the perceived values of Macron’s government,
which led to Le Pen’s attempts to rewrite the meaning of French national identity. Le Pen’s
version of national identity included nationalistic and populist undertones. However, rather than
proposing overtly authoritarian policies, Le Pen framed a new performance of citizenship—
undergirded by a new understanding of national identity—through a rhetoric of populism. By
promoting a very specific kind of citizen and type of citizenship, Le Pen, while promising to give
power back to the power, actually advanced policies that only benefitted a small number of
people. As such, Le Pen’s rhetoric reveals how leaders may appeal to the people with populism
and purported agency while actually concealing authoritarian sentiments as care and concern for
the people.
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This research has also shown how Le Pen has been able to remain a significant force in
French politics despite losing two presidential elections. By promising to hold the political
system accountable as the main voice of opposition, Le Pen was able retain her influence over
followers even without an electoral victory. Even in her 2019 speeches, Le Pen reminded her
audience that her movement still sought to achieve the goals set forth by Le Pen’s 2017
presidential campaign and that they would continue to confront Macron and other scapegoated
forces. Thus, rather than losing support after a bad electoral showing, the people became
reinvigorated, more determined than ever to vote the National Rally into power as
representatives of the opposition and of a revolution. This discourse demonstrates the strategies
that may be used by politicians operating in parliamentary systems who know they have a slim
chance of electoral victory but still strive to remain relevant in the political sphere. For Le Pen,
this strategy proved useful as her party won the most votes in the 2019 European Union
parliamentary election, two years after losing the 2017 presidential election to Emmanuel
Macron. Continuing her crusade against Macron for several years allowed Le Pen to bolster
support as the main adversary of both Macron and the larger elite system that he represented. As
such, Le Pen and her movement became the only option for voters who wanted to oust Macron’s
government, as she was the major mouthpiece of opposition for several years between elections.
In this case, continued scapegoating after electoral loss may prove useful for far-right or other
opposition movements to remain relevant to voters, without losing any momentum that they may
have gained during a previous election.
Second, this analysis has shown the rhetorical strategies that may be employed by
reactionary nationalists as they attempt to wrest power from governments around the world.
Specifically, Le Pen’s use of scapegoating and victimage was especially powerful for her voters.
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By constantly and explicitly scapegoating large swaths of people—elites, globalists, and
immigrants—she was able to target the blame for perceived injustices on a concrete enemy. In
doing so, she harnessed the unorganized anger and frustration of French inhabitants into one
cohesive movement and directed those negative feelings at very specific enemies—who also just
happened to be Le Pen’s political enemies. By constantly demonizing these forces, Le Pen
created a new space for her platform to achieve relevance for voters.
Moreover, Le Pen’s emphasis on the return to patriotism as an idealized version of
citizenship and national identity suggests that invocation of past attitudes and ways of living—
real or imagined—can be an especially powerful rhetorical strategy for the far right and
conservative followers. President Donald Trump’s slogan “Make American Great Again,” for
example, shows how this yearning for “the good old days” can connect with voters who are
disenchanted with contemporary politics. Casey Ryan Kelly explains this yearning through a
conceptualization of “ressentiment,” or “‘revenge, hatred, malice, envy, the impulse to detract,
and spite’” that links “emotions, ideology, and collective identity.”495 Trump’s slogan, therefore,
embodies the melancholy of ressentiment, “in that it continually revisits past injuries without
adequately mourning them.”496 In the case of Le Pen, a call to return to traditional values of
French patriotism and love of country works similarly in that Le Pen’s scapegoating accused
certain groups of leading the French people astray. Arguing that the people had been subjugated
by these forces, Le Pen consistently reminded people what they had lost at the hands of the
scapegoats.
Unlike Trump’s rhetoric of ressentiment, however, Le Pen did not invite followers to
“idealize an indeterminate time when they were un-fragmented subjects.”497 Rather, she pointed
towards the future as a beacon of hope to change the status quo, with herself and her party in
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power. While Le Pen lamented a loss of traditional values such as patriotism and patrie, she did
not hearken back to the past as much as she encouraged her followers to look toward a future
with the National Front/National Rally in power. Moreover, Le Pen’s rhetoric suggested that her
party would be the only ones able to harness the feelings of ressentiment and lead the charge to
achieve that shared vision of the future. For a country like France that is experiencing major,
explicit identity divides, this strategy may prove useful as a way to intensify the emotions of the
masses and gain political support for a revolution in the political system, like the one that Le Pen
sought to lead.
Third, Le Pen’s rhetoric as a woman politician contradicts much of the other research
conducted about women politicians. I do want to note that much of this previous research has
examined women in United States politics, which may account in part for some of the
differences. The most notable difference between Le Pen and other women politicians is that, in
the speeches analyzed here, Le Pen did not make mention of her gender, nor did she invoke
feminine tropes. In past discourse, Le Pen did occasionally used a feminized rhetoric. For
example, in an analysis of Le Pen’s discourse between 2013 and 2017, Dorit Geva found that Le
Pen embodied an androgynous position, by “simultaneously symboliz[ing] feminized and
masculinized virtues.”498 In more contemporary discourse, however, Le Pen did not turn to
discourses of motherhood or femininity. While Le Pen has tried to soften the image of her party
after taking over leadership from her father, gender seemed to not to play an explicit role in Le
Pen’s 2017 electoral loss. In fact, unlike in the United States, Agnes Poirier of Al Jazeera
pointed out in 2017 that “hardly any political analysts in France have commented on the fact that
Marine Le Pen's chances of becoming the first female French president may be enhanced or
undermined by her very gender.”499
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In fact, as a mother who has been divorced twice and is pro-abortion and pro-birth
control, at first glance, Le Pen may seem to use her gender to advance the status of women in a
society plagued by sexual assault and harassment. However, her discourse employed gender as a
way to advance xenophobic sentiments, notably in her scapegoating of Islamic fundamentalism
and immigrants. In her predictions of the future of France under a reign of terrorists, Le Pen
consistently argued that fundamentalists would work to dismantle the equality between men and
women in France and would force French women to wear a hijab or burqa, in an act of
subjugation of women. This discourse led to feminist groups like Femen to brand Le Pen a “fake
feminist.”500 Despite this label, Le Pen’s discourse shows how conservative women politicians
may attract women voters through seemingly feminist rhetoric. As Geva reminds us, populism
like Le Pen’s, is “deeply structure[ed]” by “gender hegemony,” so it is unlikely that a far-right
candidate would ever embody true feminist values.501 However, Le Pen’s “fake feminism” does
show how the far right may invoke seemingly feminist discourse to attract more women to their
cause. This type of feminism that would be more palatable to National Front/National Rally
voters may also explain how Le Pen closed the radical right gender gap in 2012 and 2017,
receiving a nearly equal number of votes from men and women.
Le Pen’s use of revolutionary rhetoric was also uncharacteristic in terms of scholarship
on women politicians, many of whom have historically employed the feminine style in their
rhetoric. Karlyn Kohrs Campbell identifies characteristics of what she terms the “feminine style”
in her book Man Cannot Speak for Her. These characteristics include the use of personal
anecdotes and examples, a personal tone, and audience participation. Campbell argues that the
feminine style arose in response to societal expectations of women in the nineteenth century.502
Undergirded by what Barbara Welter calls “the cult of True Womanhood” and the virtues of
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“piety, purity, submissiveness, and domesticity,” the adoption of the feminine style allowed
women to advance their views while not overtly challenging hegemonic communication
norms.503
One way in which women have traditionally made political appeals is through an
invocation of motherhood. Sarah Hayden argues that the metaphor of the “nation-as-family”
helps women use maternal appeals to “advance progressive gender politics” and create political
change by showing maternal care and concern as the mothers of the nation.504 For example,
Valeria Fabj’s analysis of the group Mothers of Plaza de Mayo shows how women may make
political critiques through maternal rhetoric, demonstrating “the power of ‘private’ voices [that]
transferred to the public realm of political action.”505 Jennifer A. Peeples and Kevin M. DeLuca
note similar tactics employed by a group of women in pursuit of environmental justice:
the rhetors attempt to create a collective understanding of what it means to be a mother in
a contaminated community, using what they believe are the shared experiences, roles,
and goals of motherhood to show that women have the capacity and power to challenge
the entities that threaten their children. They reconceptualize the “good mother” to
ennoble militant behavior that they establish as necessary to protect the community.506
Similarly, Mari Boor Tonn’s study the use of “militant motherhood” by Mary Harris “Mother”
Jones found that women may make use of a symbolic maternal persona. Jones referred to the
oppressed groups for which she fought as her children, with her rhetoric oscillating between
nurturing motherhood and protective militant mothering.507 In the case of women in politics,
controversies have arisen when women refuse to play the role of doting mother. Recall the
backlash that Hillary Clinton received when her infamous quotation “I could have stayed home
and baked cookies and had teas” was taken out of context by the media; or the criticism
Governor Jane Smith’s husband received for supposedly threatening traditional family values by
being a stay-at-home dad.508 Meanwhile, conservative women like Sarah Palin often embrace
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rhetorics of motherhood in their political discourse and advance a maternal persona while also
upholding patriarchal norms.509
Le Pen’s case, however, was different. In the speeches I analyzed, she forewent any
mentions of motherhood in her speeches, and she also rarely even referred to her status as a
woman. As such, her discourse did not invoke the maternal rhetoric that seems to be the norm for
many other women politicians. Instead, Le Pen favored a discourse of revolution, portraying an
image of strength and characterizing herself as leading her followers into battle. The rhetoric of
revolution may have been especially persuasive in France, a country whose history heavily
favored revolution and whose founding myths valorize strong women leaders, such as Joan of
Arc. Joan of Arc also embodied nationalistic sentiments by disguising herself as a man and
fighting against the English. According to historian Stephen W. Richey, “she helped to create a
French national consciousness that had never existed before. To her own discomfort, during her
lifetime and at the same time as her military victories, she became the center of a personality cult
that embraced all France.”510 For her bravery and sacrifice for patrie, Joan of Arc was canonized
as a saint in 1920.511 This particular cultural history may have made Le Pen’s arguments for
revolution—and potential cultural parallels between her and Joan of Arc—more salient for a
French audience. Despite the cultural context, Le Pen’s rhetoric of revolution does indicate that
women politicians may be turning to different rhetorical tactics to garner support. Rather than
embracing femininity and tropes of motherhood, Le Pen’s discourse suggests that women no
longer must rely on traditional femininity or the feminine style in order to achieve political
success. Although Le Pen was unsuccessful in her quest for the French presidency, she was able
to close the radical right gender gap in the 2017 presidential election, gaining almost equal
support from men and women voters. By continuing to frame her movement as a revolution
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throughout 2017 and into 2019, Le Pen worked to reach out to women who felt disillusioned by
the status quo, and her scapegoating of those in power set up the necessity of a revolution led by
the far right and Marine Le Pen.
Overall, Le Pen’s discourse has shown new ways for far-right women politicians to
change rhetorical strategies in order to garner more support from women while not alienating the
base of men voters that has traditionally undergirded movements of the far right. Outwardly, Le
Pen projected a type of feminism in which she advanced xenophobic sentiments by scapegoating
Islam and, more generally, immigrants. By softening the traditional values upon which JeanMarie Le Pen’s party was founded and touting a fake feminism, Le Pen presented herself as a
modern woman who did not take the same hardline stances as her father and sought to protect
French women from enemies who would purportedly seek to force them into subjugation. At the
same time, her authoritarian proposals and framing of her movement as revolutionary breaks
with traditional understandings of how women candidates communicate. Rather than drawing on
conventional tropes of motherhood and femininity, Le Pen leads the charge into battle. While Le
Pen’s second-place finish in 2017 does offer hope to the future of women politicians who would
rather not heavily invoke gender, it is also troubling that Le Pen was so easily able to close the
radical right gender gap. Thus, Le Pen’s discourse not only breaks the mold of how women
politicians may be expected to act, but it also serves as a warning to voters who may be duped by
Le Pen and others’ emerging brand of far-right feminism.
Fourth, in addition to revealing new knowledge about Le Pen and reactionary
nationalism, this analysis also expands methodological understandings of constitutive rhetoric.
This research has answered Aysel Morin and Ronald Lee’s call for additional constitutive
research to be conducted in non-English speaking contexts.512 Additionally, the use of this
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methodology also expands the use of constitutive rhetoric which, as Andrew Taylor points out,
has been under-utilized to study political conservatism. In his analysis of Barry Goldwater’s use
of constitutive rhetoric to build a new conservative identity, Taylor argues that, because
conservatives are often in favor of the status quo, they do not need to constitute new identities.
However, Taylor identifies who he terms “insurgent conservatives” such as Ronald Reagan,
Margaret Thatcher, and Barry Goldwater who rely on constitutive rhetoric as an integral part of
their agenda for “radical change” that is “both polarizing…and synthesizing.”513 In other words,
an insurgent conservative both challenges the status quo and constitutes “a new electoral
coalition.”514
Under these criteria, Le Pen would also be considered an insurgent conservative, as she
scapegoated the elites, globalists and immigrants—thus creating polarization between these
forces and the followers of her revolution—and she brought together a new voting base by
constituting her followers as always already French patriots who would support her movement
under a new patriotic national identity. As a unique case of a conservative who employed
constitutive rhetoric to constitute herself as a leader, her followers as patriots, and her movement
as the necessary change to save French identity, the use of this methodology sheds light on how
constitutive rhetoric can be fruitful in understanding the contemporary far right. Because
contemporary reactionary nationalism necessitates a reaction to global changes, these types of
politicians are also likely to embody the traits of insurgent conservatives in attempting to change
the status quo; as such, future studies of contemporary reactionary nationalists may benefit from
employing a methodology of constitutive rhetoric to understand the discourse of these figures as
they gain more popularity.
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Moreover, Le Pen’s discourse has shown how constitutive rhetoric can be conditional. As
Le Pen constitutes her audience as always already French patriots, her rhetoric also indicates that
they can lose that title if they fail to support her and the National Front/National Rally. In other
words, the constitution of this patriotic identity is conditional upon a single person who has the
right to award or revoke membership to that identity. Unlike many other examples of constitutive
rhetoric used to construct “the people” or national identity, Le Pen’s rhetoric suggests that
identity could also be reconstituted at the whims of one person. As belonging for Le Pen was
contingent upon support for her and her movement, if her followers were to remain
representatives of idealized French citizenship, they would be obliged to support Le Pen, no
matter her policy proposals. Should they question their leaders or defect from movement
membership, they would no longer be constituted as French patriots. Because Le Pen constituted
French patriotism in tandem with National Front/National Rally support, she used constitutive
rhetoric for authoritarian purposes. The potential threat of being ousted from the constituted
identity and branded unpatriotic was veiled as revolutionary as Le Pen presented her version of
“I alone can fix it.”
Finally, this research has worked to expand the purview of public address scholarship
beyond U.S. speakers and subjects. Barriers including language, cultural knowledge, travel, and
funding have contributed to the dearth of international public address scholarship and, more
specifically, to the lack of Communication Studies research about Marine Le Pen. By examining
public address texts in other cultural, electoral, and linguistic contexts, we can more fully
understand the differences and similarities between public address texts around the world.
Moreover, of the public address research conducted in non-U.S. contexts, efforts have still been
focused on the English-speaking world.515 This analysis examined speeches and media accounts
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in the original French. Public address scholars who are bilingual or multilingual or who have
cultural understandings of other understudied areas of the world should focus on these different
public address contexts as a way to expand the field.
This chapter has sought to put the findings of this thesis in a larger context by presenting
implications and future directions for research on reactionary nationalism, women in politics,
constitutive rhetoric, and international public address. Although Marine Le Pen is a single rhetor,
her discourse presents a number of broader takeaways by providing a blueprint for how
authoritarian leaders may invoke authoritarian sentiments under the guise of agency and through
a rhetoric of ressentiment; by breaking with traditional norms utilized by women politicians; and
by acting as an insurgent conservative who constitutes identity to mobilize a voting base to
action and revolution. Moreover, this research contributes to attempts at internationalizing public
address, diversifying the cultural, electoral, and linguistic contexts in which public address
research is conducted.
By continuing to research Marine Le Pen and the many politicians who look to Le Pen as
inspiration, scholars can not only contribute new knowledge about rhetorical strategy; they also
can also help curb the rising tide of contemporary reactionary nationalism around the world. As
Le Pen continues to hone her rhetorical strategies and work to soften the party’s image—without
actually changing any policies—it is imperative to further understand how she attracts supporters
and what that support means for French national identity. In the first round of the French
municipal elections, held in March 2020 to elect local councilors and mayors, the National Rally
received the third-highest number of votes of large national parties, while Macron’s party
received the fifth-highest number of votes.516 While these numbers are not yet conclusive
because the second round of voting has been postponed, it indicates the likelihood of more
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electoral success for Le Pen’s movement.517 As France prepares for another presidential election
in 2022—for which Marine Le Pen has already declared her candidacy—it is crucial to continue
expanding our rhetorical understandings of contemporary nationalism outside a U.S. American
context.518 By turning our focus outwards, we can better understand what the future may hold for
the world’s rising popularity of the far right and their followers.
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